TESTIMONIANZE
(diario tenuto da Jason Vale e dalla Christian Brothers association. I malati senza
speranza si rivolgono a loro per provare questo rimedio naturale, dopo essere stati
quasi quasi uccisi dalla chemio e dalla radio)
April 25. 2003
DMSO The following stories are truth. Michael Messina pulled his hamstring muscle playing hockey and had
to stop, hardly being able to walk. He applied the DMSO and was playing the next day with NO pain. I have

�

seen this happen multiple times, to players and myself included on other teams I m on. John DiDonna
injured his knee playing hockey (my team). He is better in one week from a potentially 6 month injury.
(knees DO NOT get better in one week on their own.) Phil from handball had an infected toe and was

�

showing the group his red big toe. I threw him a bottle of DMSO and told him he d be better in a few days.
By that night the pain was gone. ALL GONE. He had the pain for a couple of weeks and was ready to go to

�

the doctors Lorraine from my church had heal spurs and with just a couple of applications of the DMSO,
the pain is gone.
Anthony Morea update. Anthony, who was diagnosed with Lymphoma back in Oct of 2002 started eating
the apricot seeds and taking some vitamins and the Draw/Cansema when his cancer shrunk. As I
mentioned, he stopped everything and the tumors grew. He started 30 seeds per day again. He came to my
home this week with THE CAT SCANS of his tumors all shrunk down. The doctors now say that he is
normal. For his scans go to www.apricotsfromgod.org and then to the success stories. The cat scans are
scanned in.
Noah had the worst constipation and bowel problems his whole life. He stated the Ultra Lax in is better in
just two weeks. After a couple of months on the Ultra Lax, he claims pieces of fecal matter are coming out in
his stool as is supposed to.

�

April 7th 2003
The trial on the apricot seeds has been postponed until July 14, 2003. They are saying that Jason Vale
promoted apricot seeds in violation of FDC acts and is therefor in contempt of court injunctions (almost like a
gag order) that were forcing him to be quiet.
Lou Sozio had bladder cancer now he doesn't. He ate about 30 seeds per day and had one BGC treatment.
When they went back to scope his bladder they were more than surprised that his cancer was gone!
period...he continues to eat the seeds and basically a healthier diet.
I called Milly Webster to check up on her order. She said she hadn't received it yet so I assured her she
would get it and hung up. I felt like she was upset so I called her back to see if she was alright. She said her
husband had a stroke two days ago and couldn't talk or move around. She felt her life was over in that she
would now be taking care of him 24/7. I immediately yelled for her to grab the DMSO and give him a
teaspoon every 15 minutes for a couple of days and to spray the DMSO on his head. The DMSO breaks up
clots that cause strokes. It is best to use the DMSO immediately after a stroke but in this case two days later
was the best we could do. After the first 15 minutes and second application i called them back and he was
already talking and reading the newspaper. This story may sound far fetched but it is exactly what DMSO is
famous for. It causes strokes to break up in no time preventing paralysis. A few days later I found out that
he is having trouble with his bowels and is acting angry lately...this is far less then being immobile. By the
way he is 96 years old and hadn't been eating apricot seeds. It is well known that apricot seed eaters do not
get strokes. He is eating them now. Milly's phone number is 818 365 4277.
Mr. Curcio called us back in 1996 with terminal colorectal cancer. He just called to give us an update. The
update is he is still alive and strong. He ate seeds and took 3000 mg of the vitamin B17 (apricot kernel
extract) and I changed his diet for the better. His friend Mr. Hite gave him the info originally.

Mildred Farmer was diagnosed terminal with ovarian cancer from the Virginia Mason hospital in 1977. They
said that they would give her radiation for free and and she would be able to live a year but she would go
bald. She went to the Contraras Clinic in Mexico instead and recieved the Laetrile treatments. Now about
25 years later she has called me and says she has Luekemia as of 1996. She took the apricot seed extract
over the years and changed her diet strickly after being at the clinic back in 1977. She has to now start the
seeds. She is 71 years old and has been terminal with cancer for about 30 years....(hahah) and she sounds
great. Her phone number is 1-360-373-6530.
Feb 4th 2003
Update 1996 Don Brown first dealt with us...he had Mantel Cell Lymphoma and started with the apricot
seeds, B17, mushroom blend and essiac tea. I just called him now and he is strong as a horse. and takes
his mushrooms, essiac tea and apricot seeds, B17. He is still cancer free and always REFUSED THE
CHEMO AND RADIATION. Only call him if you have a similar cancer. His number is 734-675-6136. By the
way, Mantel Cell Lymphoma is deadly....
Update, Maria Hardwick back in 1998 called us up because she had breast cancer. She refused chemo
and started the seeds. She did take some radiation. I just spoke with her and she is strong as a pony. She
is starting on the Coral Bone powder now for her bone density loss. Her bone density will start increasing
within a couple of months as she takes between 6 and 9 capsules per day of our pure coral...our coral has
nothing added...
Jan 25th 2003
Lilly
January 2nd 2003.
Four AMAZING success stories this week. Russ Belden had bleeding in his urine in 1998. He ignored if for
over a year until it got so bad he had to go to the doctor and get checked out. The scan showed a huge
tumor in his bladder which was causing the bleeding. The doctors said he would need the operation and
more for therapy. HE REFUSED! He started the apricot seeds the coral calcium and some other of our
products. The bleeding stopped and he is doing fine. His sister was diagnosed with THE SAME PROBLEM
in March of 2002, just last year. She refused to do the apricot seed and the rest of the simple therapy but
opted for the operations and doctors treatment. Her funeral was in Nov. This may sound a little crass but I
tell it how it is. His sister died, he's alive.
Dan Haley, who wrote the book Politics in Healing visited New York a few months ago. He mentioned that
he's been starting to go to the bathroom a few times a night. I gave him the willow flower herb. He's all
better, and now he stopped the willow flower herb to see how long it takes for his frequent urination to come
back. If you want his phone number send us e-mail.
Steve J. was going to the bathroom 4-5 times per night. THE FIRST CUP OF TEA AND HE WAS GOING
REGULAR! His email address is sdj317@webtv.net He just bought some for his dad who decided to get
operated on instead of doing the willow. Now he's doing the willow.
December 28, 2002
There have been over 30 success stories that I have not been keeping up with in the journal but here's one
good one. Patricia O'Neil has been reporting various success with some of our products and while I was in a
discussion with her a few days before Christmas she mentioned her adema problem. Adema is normally in
the legs and causes them to get water logged, in layman's terms. Her legs ankles and feet have been
swollen for over 10 years with no help from the doctors. I told her to get some B-17 and some DMSO. I
have seen B-17 help take down adema swelling. I have seen DMSO take down ankle swelling quickly. She
said she had DMSO in her house, so I told her to put all over her legs and then splash some water on it and
call me back in 20 mintues. She called back in 20 minutes and told me that her right leg was NORMAL and
the swelling in her left leg was coming down. Her phone number is 228-769-6305. DMSO is a gift from you
know who!

Oct 15 2002
Debbie Kaui Family has a history of kidney disease. Her mothher was on dialysis for 5 years and then she
started getting it. She was considered boarder line dialysis. She started getting with adema. She took all
types of meds for the swelling. She was in be for two and half months. While she was in the hospital the
told her that her white cells weren't producing the right amount of white cells and that she would need a bone
marrow transplant. She had a port installed in her neck for all types of other meds... her sister came to the
hospital about 4 days before she was scheduled for the transplant and gave her apricot seeds. She started
eating about 20 per day Four days later after another blood test just before the bone marrow transplant
operation the doctor came up and said that everything seemed to be normal and she didn't need the
transplant. She started crying, her husband cried, her sister praised G-d. She's from Hawaii. Her phone
number is 8086762488. Truth.
Anna Foley had excruciating pain in her neck and other areas due to osteoperosis. She took the coral bone
powder and within three weeks those pains were gone. Her bones have now redensified and it is 6 months
since she has started. a1foley@nts-online.net is their e-mail address.
Anthony Morea gave me his scans where his tumors shrunk down to half the size for some of them, to
nothing for others. Click here for those scans of his lymphoma success after eating 30 seeds per day, carrot
juice, vitamin A. and some other supplements.
I have pictures that were just sent to me of a lady who had a breast tumor and used the CANSEMA/DRAW
and the tumor came out of the breast in 10 days. They are very tough pictures to look at. If you had or have
breast cancer and need to see these pictures please call the office and request them. They will be emailed
to you.
August 22, 2002
Brenda thought she had a big blackhead in her ear. It was in pain and was itching alot for two days. She
went to the doctor on an emergency basis. The doctor could not see past what she said was blood. The
growth or pimple was blocking the ear canal. So perscribed something for infection. Brenda used it a few
times and nothing happened. Her ear was in pain. Brenda came to my home and told me the story. I told
her to put cue tip in DMSO and put it in her ear. It burned when she put it in. (not bad, but like a disinfection
burn) The next day she put her finger in her ear and pulled out a foreign body. The pain was gone and her
ear was better in ONE day. This stuff ALWAYS HAPPENS WITH EAR PROBLEMS. Email her at
cooks4lots@aol.com
Many stories of people feeling and ear ache coming on and then after putting a cotton swab in their ear
soaked with DMSO, the ear ache disappears. DMSO should be in every medicine cabinet in America.
July 25th
Aurelia Alexandra Ailla found a lump in her left breast when she went for a rutine mamogram (mamograms
have been known to cause cancer in the first place) and they said they would send her to St. John's. It's like
a Sloan Ketterink in SantaMonica. Dr. Nora Hansen is the cancer specialist in Santa Monica. She took an
ultra sound or the suspicious lump and instructed her to come back in three months because the Dr. wanted
to watch it. Aurelia started the apricot seeds in November and DMSO. She has the DMSO in her bathroom
along with the DMSO so she remembers. She dips a cue tip in the DMSO and sucks the juice off the end as
she eats 3 or 4 seeds at a time. She eats about 10 seeds throughout the day. When she went back for the
followup exam in February the lump was completely gone. Last night she found out that her uncle Frank
has a cancer in the nose. If he prays and follows natural healing methods which include apricot seeds,
vegetable juice, some Essiac tea inhousepr@aol.com
July 24th, 2002.
7 years ago Lynn Lawson was diagnosed with a brain tumor because of seizures. She started shark
cartilage and it stayed the same for a year. She thought this was not success so she stopped. Over the
next 6 years it slowly but continuously grew to about an egg. Last year for the first time she had an
operation in which they took half of it out with further shown growth thereafter. (she had chemo as well and it

kept growing) As of December 2001, she started eating about 50 apricot seeds per day and took a 100mg
of the apricot seed extract per day. June 24th 2002, her MRI brain scan showed the tumor had shrunk
down. This was the first report of shrinkage in 7 years. Her phone number is 519 421-0244
Mike Mauro pulled a muscle/ligament that was bothering his leg for two years. After applying the DMSO for
a couple of weeks a couple of times per day on that part of the leg (on the side of the knee) the pain is gone.
Gayle Kamei had a rash that wouldn't go away and a cold sore. She had used tea tree oil which didn't
work...DMSO worked immeditately.
Susan Blake's mother's dog dog was brought in to have an operation on a tumor that grew. A Golden
Retriever named Bailey. The tumor proved cancerous and they doctors suggested all types of treatment.
The family said NO and just waited. The tumor started growing back again and this time the daughter told
her mother to give the dog apricot seeds. The tumor shrunk right down....LIKE ALWAYS, and the dog is
fine. The operation cost about $800 and the seeds cost about 2$ for the amount the dog had. Her e-mail
address to talk to her is sjblake@earthlink.net
John had prostate infection on and off for a few months. He began the willow flower, the colloidal silver, the
prostate capsules and coral water and in two weeks the infection is gone. He only wants his first name used.
Feb 7th. Roy called about his wife who's oxygen level was below normal and had been to the hospital in the
past for levels below 25%. Her levels were back up to the 85% when she started taking "BREATH" and her
levels are now at 100%. He called to make sure that his wife can continue taking the breath without breaks.
Breath can be taken continuously.
February 1st, 2002. Dusty Baker called. He is the manager of the San Francisco Giants. He started the
willow flower herb and apricot seeds after having a prostectomy. His PSA is under 1, his blood pressure has
gone down and his blood sugar. He is also taking the Reiche mushroom tablets along with the willow and
seeds.
Jan 26th 2002, Kelly Sullivan called from The Village Herbalist store in Chicago. She just reordered a large
supply of willow flower for the prostate because her client are getting very good results. One client who had
a urinary infection for some time and could not fully be helped by the store's regular products began the
willow flower and in no time the infection cleared up. Kelly's phone number at the store is 630 942 1416.
Jan 19, 2002***Update, Joan Gates, had bladder cancer in 1997 started BCG treaments and stopped by
1998. Bladder tumors reappeared. Started Melamices and tumors kept coming. Restarted BCG in 1999
tumors reappeared. Jan of 2000 started apricot seeds and stopped everything else. As of today there has
not been a regrowth of any sort. Her phone number is 909 983 1202
***Joan called in today to report about her dog who's lympha tumors shrunk after using seeds and something
else. She is starting her dog on the chapparral. All tumors shrunk and there's a different piece near his
neck. She is worried. (I don't know why) Her phone number is 909 983 1202.
January 17, 2002
Richard Bernier called and reported that he had had a black mole on his face for his whole life. It started
getting bigger and bigger and the doctors wanted to operate on it. He started about 14 seeds per day and
300mg of B-17 (apricot Kernel Extract). In less than one month the growing black mole completely went
away. His phone number is 860-763-1020.
Bob Blake UPDATE called a couple of years ago. His lung cancer tumor has not grown. He had the other
lung taken out a couple of years ago due to cancer and started the seeds, enzymes, coral, cansema. To
date he kept his second lung which they wanted to operate on and give chemo and radiation. He denied the
chemo and rad two years ago and this is an update telling of his stable progress. His phone number is 814764-3870
Jan 12

So Far (in six years of sales)about three people in total that said they urinated more often rather than less
and hundreds have had their condition improved from 50 to 100 percent. In most cases it is closest to 100
percent. One other person from Dr. Privitera's office said he didn't get better either. Willow Flower Herb,
one-three cups per day. Then when the problem decreases, decrease intake also.
Henry Reily UPDATE
Came to us in 1995 Diagnosed with aggressive prostate cancer via biopsy the psa was 11 and gleason
score was 7. He started the apricot seeds and other vitamins and supplements. The cancer stopped but he
opted to get an operation and have radiation seeds implanted in 1997 two years later. In only a year after
the operation and the implants the cancer was back in full force, he had stopped the apricot seeds and
vitamins at the time believing he was cured and didn't have to maintain. Believing the conventional medicine
cured him the PSA started going back up and in 1999 the PSA was up again and the biopsy in showed the
cancer in 3 out of 11 places. The Gleason score was at 8. The doctors sent him home and basically said,
good luck in your last year or so. He called us back up again and started the seeds and other vitamins and
is feeling good. He still dabbles with conventional drugs.
THIS IS AN UPDATE. His phone number is 570 288 594.
Ultra Lax gets constant compliments that it is the best formula that they have ever used.

Delbert Shaver had a PSA of about 8 a year ago and is now 4 after eating seeds and some other health
products. He was diagnosed with prostate cancer after a biopsy and is doing fine and will continue to do so.
Also, his knees were bad and after taking the Joint Heal and the Coral Calcium his one knee is 100 percent
better and the other one, which had been worse, is 50 percent better and he feels it will keep getting better
as he continues. He was just sent the dmso.
My friend Anthony who's lymphoma tumors shrunk down about 50% after eating 30 seeds per day, has
decided to eat horrible again. He stopped the seeds for a month or so and now is starting again. Some
people!
I am a 55 year old man in very good condition, however- I recently was
diagnosed with a prostate infection. (Frequent urination and urgency) I was
given strong antibiotics by my doctor which made me so sick that he had to
prescribe some milder antibiotics. After 10 days, they helped to a small
degree but the frequent urination reoccurred. I ordered some Willowflower
herb tea and used about one heaping teaspoon once or twice a day. The
frequent urination was gone in about one week and I felt much better. I
would HIGHLY recommend using this Willowflower herb for this type of
problem!
You may include my e-mail address: sammbbo@hotmail.com
Paul Bento, Professional musician who learned from eastern guru's had precancerous cells in the bladder.
Had two operations and was having problems urinating. Started the willow flower and the problems have
subsided, is experiencing calmness, relaxed more fluent stream and less body odor. Was having two -three
cups per day. His last bladder scan showed clean.
Darlyne L. Conn
Was constipated for years and after taking 2 ultra lax per day, she is having 2-3 bowel movements per day.
She had used Metamucil and claims that ultra lax is far better.
Hai Jason,
I don't know if you remember me.. I am deepak From india. i had written to you about my mothers
pancreatic cancer about an year ago. We used the apricot seeds and B 17 along with other treatment.
Today she had a check up with ultra sound and It reported no tumour in the pancrease and liver and gave a
clean bill of health, PRAISE THE LORD

i cant thank you enough for your support and guidence. May GOD bless you in all of your endevours to help
other people.
your ever thankfully
djnjanet@eth.net
Hebert Colby was urinating about three times per night. Started the willow flower and now sleeps through
the night without getting up to urinated. herbert.r.colby@snet.net
Oct.
Keith Cordle had been urinating about two time per night. Upon ingestion of the Willow flower tea, he sleeps
through the night. (two weeks)
Charles Messina was going to the bathroom throughout the night. He started the willow and the problem
cleared up. He says that he has to take the willow once in a while now to maintain.
Anthony Morea from Long Island was diagnosed with Lymphoma approx. 3 months ago. He attends Valley
Steam Assembly of God Church in Valley Stream Long Island. (this is my church also) He would not even
read the info at the website because he was scared that it would give him a bad feeling about chemo and he
wanted to stay positive if he was going to go that route. (that's a good one) He finally went to the site and
started eating about 30 apricot seeds per day. He called me last week to report that his cat scan showed
that all of his tumors were down 50 percent and the doctors have nothing to say. His phone number is 1516-322-5780
Sept 29th. Sandra Mitchell had a car accident in 1976. She was in the hospital 3 months and they did
fusions to the nerves and was in traction. In 1985 the pain came back and she went back in the hospital for
another fusion to eliminate the pain. In 1991 she had two more fusions which made the pain worse. She
started on pain pills but the only relief was for an hour. Afterwards she would go to the chiropractor, but after
an hour the pain would come back again. She received an e-mail from Christian Brothers back in 1996 and
has just recently started the DMSO. When she put it on, the pain stopped completely. She goes all day with
no pain. Her phone number is 757 427 9711
Sept. 27th. David Hine had bursitis in the shoulder. He used DMSO on it and it is now better.
Alison had swollen breasts that caused pain 5 days before her period every month for over 17 years. One
month on the Dominican Noni juice and she had her period with not one drop of pain or PMS.
To date, Ultra Lax has worked with 100% of those who use it and report in, except for one lady who was on
four other medications. If she kept using it, it would have eventually worked even in her case, I
believe. Going to the bathroom twice per day is normal and healthy. Many women go once every couple of
days and do not realize that this causes toxic build up that the body can not handle for long with out breaking
down.
Nine out of 10 people that use the Willow flower experience results from 50-100% improvement from either
frequent urination or blocked urination. (these are not approved study statistics.) Three people have
complained that the willow flower made them go to the bathroom over 3 times per hour. I think they should
stick with it, as sometimes a problem can get worse before it improves. Although, they have chosen to stop.
Update: Michael Kane who had stage 4 Lymphoma three years ago started the seeds and a whole new
healthy diet, refused much of what he was conventionally told. He is doing fine and is taking his test to
become a sergeant. click here for his personal account of his success from terminal cancer
Sept. 15 Phil Hart had frequent urination at night. After two weeks of taking the willow flower herb tea he is
better. His e-mail address is phart@hotcoco.infi.net

Sept. 20th Betsy Shephard has just reported in concerning her bone density loss and acid reflux. She faxed
over her density reports from three years ago until present. Her bone density has been consistently getting
lower over the years from 289 down to 270 and lower. She started the Bone powder in April of 2001 and
since then, for the first time ever, her bone density has gone up on each test since. SHE WAS ALSO
TAKING TWO ANTACID TABLET PER DAY AND IS NOW OFF OF THEM. She is 61 and can run down the
hill again and jump out of the back of her family's pick up. She went to visit her family where she went water
skiing again for the fist time in years. That night after skiing she slept on the hard floor and woke up with no
aches the next day. She says she feels her bone getting more dense, whereas before she felt them
hollowing out. Her e-mail address is ssshephard@aol.com
Sept. 2001. Joan Gates was diagnosed with bladder cancer in 1997 after an operation. 8 weeks later is
recurred. She took BTG and waited three months and there were 10 tumors back but had not penetrated the
bladder wall. She put her on BTG again and it failed. In Feb of 1998 they didn't find cancer but put her on a
monthly dose of matamycine. At the end of 1999 the cancer had broken through the bladder wall. She had
our information in her Bible from back in 1998 but did not do anything about it. In 1999 after her last
operation, she went to a nutritionist and they said to eat apricot seeds, juice carrots, take vitamin A and
lessen meats. THE CANCER HAS NOT RETURNED, IT'S BEEN ABOUT 30 MONTHS. Only those with
cancer may call the office to get her phone number. She will talk of her experience.
The willow flower herb is taking away urinary burning in people. It is slowing down nightly frequent urination
and for some that have stints, it is helping them go to the bathroom regularly.
June
Barbara's knees started hurting to the point where she was waking up through out the night. After applying
DMSO the pain went away and came back a little later on. That night the pain returned stronger and she put
the DMSO on and took the Joint Heal, again and the pain went away. The pain has not returned. Her phone
number is 718-446-6641. Her situation was the beginning of arthritic problems and not the result of years of
deterioration, that is why she healed up so quick. More severe cases need more time.
Darla had a mole on her hand and an 8 year old cyst. She started eating apricot seeds and the cyst went
away. She picked the mole off once or twice until it was gone. She is eating the bitter seeds as of now but
started with the Hunza dried seeds at first.
May 7, 2001 Talked to Marge Talbert who has had shingles for 16 weeks and bad back pain in the morning.
She was told to take the DMSO internally. The shingle has about gone away after three days of taking two
teaspoons per day. (Her house smells from it but it has worked wonders.) She took Joint Care for her back
pain and for the first time in a long time she wakes up with no back pain. Her phone number is 706-3743111
DMSO for fungus on legs, success reports and all types of pain (topically)
Charles Messina at 718-463-8245 was urinating every hour at night. I told him to take the Willow Flower
Herb Tea and that in a couple of weeks his urination would return to normal. In a couple of weeks he
normalized and hardly needs the tea anymore. Charles also had very bad peripheral vision. He put the
DMSO in his eyes twice a day. His eyes site is getting better as his peripheral vision improved immediately.
More spots have been reported to have been coming off of people after eating the seeds.
I got bit by a dog on my right hand. The bite went through the muscle and I could hardly move my hand.
These wounds take a few weeks to totally heal and even then there is still constant scabbing. I put DMSO
on the wound immediately after the bite and repeated this every half hour for the first three days and it
healed up in 8 days...click here for the pics and the movie of my monster hand.
April 11th, 2000
Catherine Thompson from Australia took the Joint Heal, Coral Powder and Coral water and in just a couple
of weeks her hip pain and ankle arthritis pain is gone. Her hip pain went from a 10 to a 3 and she is about to
cancel her hip replacement operation. She is not sure if she should because of work. She is at the gym and

doing things she has not been able to do for years. She also eats the seeds. I have not had a person yet
that I could not help get better from arthritis, osteoporosis, or other joint pains such as bursitis.
April 10th.
Donna Forti had a spot on her back and never had it diagnosed. She ate the seeds and immediately the
spot started itching. She kept bothering her skeptical husband to scratch it until, in just a few days it fell off.
Her dog (a 12 year old Rhodesian Ridgeback) has lumps all over the body. She never had one biopsy but
there were about 12 and one huge one near the collar. She gave her two dogs the seeds whole and they
would not eat them. She said that she actually sat down with the dogs and put the seed near the dogs face
and said to one, "this is so you won't die from cancer" and to the other dog she said something similar. The
dogs eat the seeds every day on their own. Oh, I forgot to tell you that of course the tumors all shrunk right
down. Her skeptical husband said one morning, "Honey, I think the tumors shrunk". From that day on they
shrunk to about 50% within a few weeks. Her bird screams when she sees the dogs being fed the seeds
and takes a little nibble also. Her bird normally eats fatty seeds. Donna Forti's e-mail address is
dforti@charter.net
Greg Grove had renal cell carcinoma like myself in his kidney. (For my success story click here) He was
diagnosed when he started coughing I think. There were tumors all throughout his lung and in the kidney.
He had his kidney removed. (He may have had the kidney removed and then the tumors came in the lung.)
Anyway, he started eating the seeds and began the Hallelujah diet. The constant coughing stopped
immediately and instead of dying in a year, it is now two years later and he is a strong as a horse. He had
stopped the seeds and I reminded him that he had better never stop eating the seeds. He is depending on
his 7.6 body fluid ph to stay cancer and disease away. This is true but he had still better eat the seeds.
Kathy had Glaucoma and just after two applications in the eye her doctor said that there is no sign of
glaucoma. ( I have been getting many stories with DMSO including my own story) Her phone number is 718767-7748.
March 14th, 2001

�
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Maggie Smithhart s mother was diagnosed in 99 and was given about
year to live with radiation or
without and 1-2 years to live with chemo. She had one chemo session and her lung collapsed. She took IP6
and her lung got better right away. She started taking the seeds and the extract and was doing fine until she
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couldn t get the seeds from us and had to stop taking them. She was rehospitalized and then we told them
of another place to get the seeds and shortly after starting again, she got better. Upon checkups the doctor

�
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keeps telling Maggie to take her mother home and make her comfortable. It s 2001 and Maggie s mother
feels good and is going to start the coral, Megazyme and the DMSO.
March 6th 2001
My friend David had something on his arm which for some time. Who knows what it was but when I put the
Draw paste on, it literally drew the thing out of his arm and onto the floor in a week. It does not always take
only a week but here are the pictures showing what happened. Click here
FEB 27
Diane Reineke had non-small cell lung cancer (diagnosed in Jan, 2000) and the best she was told was one
year to live. She started on the seeds and the B-17 and then started radiation. During the radiation nothing
shrunk but the pain did finally stop. She was on the Cansema at and after radiation, red clover and Essiac
tea and the orange size tumor started shrinking over the next year .It is now the size of a half dollar.

�
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Jim Oconnell s blood pressure normalized from one seed per day.
FEB 23 2001

Robert Blake, Lung Cancer in the past where they took out a lung. It came back in the other lung and they
told him they have to operate. He refused the operation last year and started taking 30 seeds per day. One
year later his tumor has been encapsulated and he is now starting the BREATH (herbs for the lung). The
other day he was scratching a mole he had for years and it just fell off

�

FEB. 20, 2001
Linda Brown has had growths in the breast for years. She has had two biopsies and was operated on twice.
She has having abnormal mammograms for years and years. The last time that the lumps came back she
ate the seeds and the lumps shrunk right down and she has just had her first normal mammogram. (we
have evidence that the radiation from mammograms first causes cancer.) Her phone number is 1-940-4826631 after 3pm. 3004llszach@juno.com
Irene Posth had three in a half inch hard syst on her breast. She took vitamin E with selenium and some
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times vitamin C which helped some. But when she took the seeds the tumor went down to
inch. She was
taking 7-15 seeds per day. Her friend had a one inch syst on the knee cap and took TWO seeds and the
syst was gone. He had planned surgery and cancelled. (If you do not believe this call 718-417-4676, ask for
Wolfgang Posth) Their other friend had hemmoriods and they went away with the seeds. Another friend
was bleeding from the Uterus and when the seeds are eaten the bleeding stops.
Feb. 16, 2001

�

�

It s been the longest yet that I haven t put in a success story due to some special circumstances such as
THE FDA BARGING INTO MY HOME AND TAKING OVER $30,000 DOLLARS WORTH OF STUFF. Boy
oh boy. I offered them some organic fruits and spring water. They really believed that they were doing
something right. They were not part of a conspiracy, they thought they were protecting people. Anyway
back to success stories.

�

Stories. Tons and tons of stories that I have not had time to follow but here s a few new ones.
Wayne Haynes has had Chronic LL for over five years with no treatment from the doctors. His white count
was 12.8 five years ago and has risen to 28.1 as of Sept. 2000. Conventional methods say that treatment is
needed five years into CLL. Well not for Wayne. He started the seeds and the seed extract in Sept, along
with some juicing, Coral calcium and Enzymes and in just two months, with no other treatment his count is
down to about 10 (normal) He feels great and you can write him or look his phone number up in information.
Wayne Haynes, Rt. 4 Box 966, Blanchard, Ok. 73010.
William Reed had a PSA of 176 two years ago and started the seeds and extract and had a shot (The shots
can lower the PSA in the blood but do nothing for cancer.) from the doctors and his PSA is down to 1.3. He
is now taking the Willow flower herb.
Audrey Howard had colon cancer that spread to the liver diagnosed in April of 2000 with surgery in May
removing the colon. Three sessions of chemo almost killed her and she went on the seeds and B-17. She
is also on a machine. She is fine doing all kinds of house work and the reports show that she is in complete
remission.
Nicki Green had multiple miloma throughout the bone. They had decided on getting a bone marrow
transplant three years ago as they also started the seeds and I think the extract. Three years later he is
working every day at 5am and all of the other patients in the support group that had the same think as nicki
are dead. Call for their family s phone number if you have a similar situation.

�

Roger raises show dogs and two years ago he told me how his dogs live to about 8 years old and die of
cancer. He had one dog that had lung cancer and was about to die. I told him to give the dogs the seeds
and they will never die from cancer again. I just talked to him this month and the dog that was dying is alive
with no trace of cancer. I was a little upset that he never called to let me know. His e-mail address is
relfgren@aol.com

Bob Blake had lung cancer and had one lung taken out. He had pain in the other lung and found that there
was a tumor in there also. He started the seeds, coral water extract, enzymes and pain went away and he
feels fine and strong. I told him to get BREATHE, which is a bunch of herbs in capsule form specifically for
the lungs. His e-mail address is rblake@aol.com
Wes Mickle had a moderately high PSA and started the seeds and the PSA went to normal. His wife took
the seeds for a uterine tumor and the tumor dried up. (Mentioned earlier in the journal.)
J.B. Houston has basil cell carcinoma of the skin and eats the seeds and has it moderately under control. I
said to him

�

�what do you mean moderately?� He said that some of the basil cells weren�t going

away .then he said he was only taking 6 seeds per day and that they were bitter so he washed them down

�

with coffee and a piece of candy .Candy feeds cancer and he now knows this after I gave it to him for about
five minutes

�

Sept, 21 2000 Betty Louder has had moles growing since she was a girl. She has gone to many doctors
and they said that there were tenticles on the ends of some of the moles. They wanted to operate and told
her that she would be laid up in bed for 3-4 months due to the amount of work she needed. In Feb. of 2000
Betty started the seeds and the casema and is on the Coral water. Half of the moles have fallen off up to
this point and she feels better than she has in years. Her husband's e-mail address is elmar1.0.netzero.com
Sept, 20 2000
Jim Keeling had prostate problems to the point where he was going to the bathroom every night 5-7 times.
He would drink some water in the day time and almost immediately have to go to the bathroom. We gave
him the Willow Flower Herb and after a short time he urinates normal. He gets up about one time per night
and can drink in the day normally. His e-mail address is Jameslk48@aol.com Jim had been on medications
from the hospital....all of which did not work.
Aug 30, 2000
Kerry Sipes had stage 4 Lymphoma. He has some tumors, two of which are on his neck. He took Injectable
B-17 and the tumors shrunk down and have hardened. He feels fine. He is taking other supplements also.
Jim Pruitt had squamish cell lung cancer. The tumor was a little larger than an orange. He just called today
updating me on his story from two years ago. In Oct. of 98 he started taking 3000 mg of Vitamin B-17 and
apricot seeds every day. He started chemo also. In six weeks the cancer was nearly gone. The radiologist
said that they have never seen a tumor that size disappear like that. Jim Pruitt has been on a maintenance
dose for the past two years and had the remaining tumor biopsied....THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO CANCER
LEFT IN THE REMAINING SCAR TISSUE KNOT.... Jim has had two other friends die of lung cancer
recently who were not on the B-17 and apricot seeds. Jim's e-mail address is Patriotx@busprod.com Jim
Pruitt's Fibromyalgia went away at the same time his cancer went away as an added bonus....Chemo does
not do this. He feels great even though he made a mistake by getting two biopsies after it shrunk
down...there was a great chance that the doctors could have found some cancer cells within that shrunken
tumor and then they would have told him that he needs more and more chemo and even maybe radiation.
The few cancer cells that can be left in a tumor such as Mr. Pruitt's are just there stuck and dormant. Trying
to radiate or chemotherapize (my word) the tumor until it's gone will kill the person before the rest of the
tumor. I have a tumor in my kidney till this...which shrunk over the first 5 years and is under control or just
cancer dead and the rest of scar tissue has just been disintegrating slowly over the last 5 years....I don't
know exactly or care.
This week two stories of people with skin cancer putting the Cansema on and the tumor immediately falling
off.
My dog had a tumor on it's tail for years...I knew it might be cancer but just watched it. (rather than bring him
in to a vet and then get operated and then chemo and then have them cause my dog to die.) I put a dab of
the Cansema paste on the tumor and two days later the tumor was out and there's a hole in his tail that is
raw...this will heal up....Here's a digital picture I took of this amazing quick cure.. Yes "quick cure" Click

Here Update on Sept. 2 (today) the tumor is completely off of my dogs tail and it has scabbed over
and almost completely healed.
Hi Jason I have been dealing with a melanoma issue for several months now - treating it with B17 and seeds. Around
the end of June I noticed another small lump on my skin. This time on my right forearm. It appeared to be
about the size of a pea. Rather than have it surgically removed and create yet another scar on my body, I got
some topical Cansema salve and dabbed a little bit on it, then covered it. I went to work within an hour, killing
the tumor then forming a scab. Two weeks later it fell off. I am now in the healing phase, and there is only a
small pink wound. It should be completely healed with hardly any evidence in another week or so. Thanks
Jason. Walk by faith, not by sight.
Peace
Pete Ramondetta
Success is this: How many people are better off because you lived?
AUG 18TH 2000
Jason, I will try and watch the show. By the way, what is cansema made from?? The paste I recently sent for
has had some affect on my sun spots. After applying it, the reaction was very similar to what I experienced at
a dematologist's office when she "zapped" my precancerous spots. There was a slight stinging and then a
slight swelling and redness followed by a scab. In a few days the scab falls off and the redness remains for a
few more days. I am just doing a few spots at a time but am happy to get these results ... At the skin doctor's
it costs me $75. a spot and insurance does not pay for it. Thanks again for your help. I do wish I could get
some writtten information on cansema. Best wishes, Jill
AUG. 17 2000
Jason,
I've been taking the seeds (10 per day for 16 months. In that time my blood pressure has goner from 190
over 90 to 120 over 72. I also had early glaucoma and that too has cleared up. The glaucoma was
diagnosed by eyeball pressure which was at 25. it is now 16. I've shared with many people in my area
about the seeds and over 50 of them have begun to take the seeds also. My father is diabetic but since
taking the seeds is now off of insulin. Praise God! I will never cease to pray for you for the information that
you gave to me that has bettered my life. Thanks
Sincerely,
John Hughes
There have been many more stories but with the FDA problems and the website problems I could not post
them.
I do not have Pat's permission yet to put her last name on the net but her lymphoma tumors are slowly
shrinking down. Her doctors don't understand because she has refused chemo or radiation. She is only
taking the seeds and the B-17. She will start the Coral and the Enzymes and the Cansema.
Dorota Hre Hova went in for a mamogram at 41 yrs old (I do not believe you should ever go in for a
mamogram. There is tons of research showing that they first cause breast cancer as well as cause the
doctors to try to "fix things that aren't broke") and the doctors said that they thought they thought they saw
something and that she should have a biopsy. They did the biopsy and said they found cancer cells, and
that they needed to go back in to take more out. After the lumpectomy tumors started growing out of the
wound which she had removed and they just regrew. They offered her a drink of chemotherapy and some
lovely sessions of radiation...she refused. (The radiation will cause future lung cancer and the chemo will

cause future brain, bone and/or liver cancer. Then when you have the liver and bone cancer they give you
more chemo for the new cancer that was caused). She started on the apricot seeds, the B-17, the Coral,
enzymes and Cansema and in ONE WEEK her tumors have shrunk right down. She will be fine.
5/30/2000
June 20, 2000
Another hemorrhoid healing. (Don't know if he wants me to mention his name)
As he says "Here's something interesting. During my last physical exam (last November), we discovered a
small hemmorrhoid forming below. I have been mindful of its presence whenever I used the toilet. It wasn't
that big and never caused me any problems - it was just there. Well, the other day I noticed that it was gone.
After reading some of the success stories related to this type of thing, I knew that the seeds were working
inside of me. Along with the seeds, I'm taking lots of supplements (have been for years). A Multi-Vitamin,
followed by a B-complex, C, Saw Palmetto, Garlic, Echinacea, Co-Q10, Multi-Carotene, Pycnogenol; Alpha
Lipoic Acid & MilkThistle (to protect the liver); Fish Oil and Flax Seed Oil. At this time,I'm really focusing on
getting my immune system built up some. This is from peteram@intellistar.net
Jason, are in my prayers. As a preventative measure taking seven seeds a day and one ounce of Noni
Juice--my joint pain in my hips is gone, my basal cell on my face is gone and I thank God for your work.
God Bless You! davis642@aol.com
Dear Jason, MAY 22, 2000
I just wanted to thank you for your help and I am so thankful for having found out about apricot seeds. I
wanted to tell you what happened to me . Several months ago I had discovered a few lumps in my right
breast one of which was very hard and about the size of a walnut. I am not the type of person to go running
to the doctor for every little thing and don't have much confidence in modern medicine , but with all the scare
about catching these things early, I did make an appointment , but not until I started taking the apricot seeds
. I was also taking Tegreen (decaffeinated concentrated green tea capsules) I've been told that Tegreen
contains 80x the potency of vitamin C with no stomach upset. I took 6- 10 capsules per day. I also took 6-12
crushed apricot seeds along with enzymes and about a third of a fresh pineapple per day which was
recommended by one of your staff. I did this for about 2 weeks, had my bible study group pray for me. A
week later, I went to my OBGYN doctor who referred me for an ultrasound and mammogram. They found
numerous cysts in both breasts, some of which were suspicious, but many of which I was told were fluid
filled. During the following weeks, I continued taking the same amount of apricot seeds and Teagreen. I
noticed a lot of concentrated pain in my breasts each night---but during this time the lumps were getting
smaller and smaller until finally they disappeared altogether . The doctor said I should get another ultrasound
in September, but I am confident they will find nothing. Praise God for you and all of what you and your staff
are doing. I hope someday people , especially the medical profession will understand and be more accepting
of this alternate type of treatment. Thanks again. Nina Martin
There are many more stories. Click here for some of the letters written to the judge.
Letter from a Non-Hotchkins success story. Click Here
Joe Fransisco's blood pressure was 165/115 and was on Norvasc (blood pressure medication) and it hasn't
helped his condition but the doctor keeps him on it. He started eating the seeds consistently and in three
months his blood pressure is 116/65. He is still on the medication and is now taking himself off.
Betty Fountain was given three months to live with her esophageal cancer. She started the B-17 and seeds
and health foods and 6 months later returned to the doctor and found that he had written deceased on her
file. She is doing fine as of now and her arthritis has also subsided and reduced in pain. She is up and
working around the house again.
MY BLOOD PRESSURE WAS HIGH FOR MANY YEARS. JASON TOLD ME TO EAT 5 SEEDS THREE
TIMES DAILY. MY BLOOD PRESSURE IS NOW 118/73 & I FEEL GOOD. ALSO, SEVERAL WARTS I HAD

ALONG WITH ONE BIG MOLE ARE GONE !! I THANK GOD IN HEAVEN FOR HIS WONDERFUL SEEDS
& HIS WONDERFUL SERVANT, JASON !!
DAVID A. MADDEN David.Madden@SELIGIND.COM
{{{{Jason}}}}
Hi :) ... I hope you can remember me...I'm the person that made a web page about my experience with
cancer and how *Laetrile* saved my life. Jason...when I first was diagnosed with cancer I had never heard of
Laetrile...it wasn't until April 1999 that I had found your website and I started taking the VitB17 and apricot
seeds....I had suffered a recurrence and wanted to find a natural way to fight it...and find it I did... Thank You
{{{{Jason}}}} for putting the word out on the Internet If it wasn't for you....I know I would have died. The
problems the FDA is giving you are shameful...but I think in the long run it will prove their undoing!!!!!The
fight for Laetrile has been long and hard....but the *Truth* will prevail!!!!This will only get the people that
Laetrile has helped looking for ways to fight this wrong!!!! I have just finished a Message Board that is linked
to my web page.... <A HREF="http://mystyblu.freeservers.com/GodsAnswertoCancer.html">Click here:
God's Answer to Cancer</A> I have put my story about how Laetrile saved me....and invite others to post
their stories about Laetrile. I frequent the AOL message boards that deal in Cancer...I tell my story... I Thank
*God* you put it out on the net for others!! So that is why I decided to start my own Message Board... that
way people can ask questions without being attacked and told how gullible and stupid they would be to seek
out *laetrile*... Jason...please go check out my message board... you will find it on the bottom of my web
page <A HREF="http://mystyblu.freeservers.com/GodsAnswertoCancer.html">Click here: God's Answer to
Cancer</A> if you would like to post your story on my Message Board...I would be so happy!!!! You have to
register to post to my board...it will ask you to provide a screen name and password... put anything you
like... then when you post to my board it will ask for a special password that only I can provide... it is :
skyblue2442 It would be great if you could pass this on to people who would like to post hearing from you!!!!!
*hugs* bobbi ;)
3/15/99
James Wentz had cancerous mouth legions. After 6 weeds of taking the B-17, the apricot seeds and apple
vinegar three time per day, it is gone.
3/8/99
Michael Snodgrass had much to say. First, he recalls when his mother was on a rocking chair on the porch
and said, "If Joe Golf lives, you know the answer to cancer is known." Joe Golf had colon cancer and was
given months to live, and went to Mexico 20 years ago for treatment) Joe lived on for 25 more years. As of
last year Jan, 1999, Michael Snodgrass' girl friend, Betty Bailey, was diagnosed with Bone, Lymph cancer
and a tumor behind her hear that was causing her vocal cords to close. The doctors told her she would live
until about March of 1999 with the chemo. She was told that the chemo might be able to hold the cancer
down some. One week before she started the radiation (she was to do the radiation on the heart tumor first
and then start the chemo) she started the apricot seeds, the B-17 500 mg. 5 per day, carrot juicing,
vegetables, sweet potatoes, no canned food and a lot of pinto beans. After taking just three seeds she had
to lay down. (This is very rare) Her muscles were jumping and they were scared and called our office. We
told them that this happens to some, don't be alarmed, it's just the way your body is reacting to detoxification
and the introduction of B-17 into a body system that has never had normal doses of this vitamin before. Her
quivering went on for 5 hours. The next day she took nine seeds and the quivering went on for 2 hours.
After those two days there were no other effects except for health and weight gain. There was a silver dollar
size open pussing wound on her back which healed up that week before she even started the radiation.
She was also more energetic and began walking again. She was unable to speak due to the pressure on
the vocal cords. After 13 sessions of radiation, the check-up showed that the tumor had completely
disappeared and they stopped the rad. (This was not supposed to happen.) She started the Chemo and the
doctors were shocked that she was able to walk around and do things because they said they gave her the
strongest dose they could. She was still cooking breakfast for the family. She kept her weight on. There are
no signs of cancer to this day. Her last scan was one month ago. (There are many more amazing aspects
to this story) She can now speak well even though the doctors said she was going to lose her voice. To
speak to Michael Snodgrass call him at 304 643 2066 or write at po box 11 Harrisville W,V. 26362.

Michael Snodgrass' father-in-law, Elik Bailey had swelling on his ankle to the point that he was in bed much
of the time. He was taking water pills which didn't work. He had to stop his hunting because of his ankle and
back pain. Michael gave him the 100mg tablets and within three weeks, the swelled ankle that was bad for
years miraculously became normal. He pain has gone and he is hunting and working again. Elik Bailey is
85 years old.
Michael Snodgrass himself, was in Vietnam and he believes that due to the agent-orange he has been tired
all the time and couldn't go up the hills near his home. Since he started the B-17 and the seeds he claims he
can go up the mountain and feels like he did years ago. The tiredness he used to feel all day long is gone.
(I have received many stories like this but I don't put them on the web because I try to keep them cancer
based stories, Jason) Michael's blood pressure went from 150/90 to normal over the last year. He had high
blood pressure for a long time. His legs feel stronger now then for the last thirty years, he's 54. Michael is
still smoking 4 packs of cigarettes per day which is not good. call him...phone above.
Hayward Wilson had one lobe taken off due to cancer and in a follow up test they said that the cancer had
spread to the blood. He started eating about 25 seeds at a pop. When he went in for a retest the doctors
said that they must have made a mistake on the first test because his blood was fine.
Dexter Toothman had cancer in the lung and started the seeds in massive doses. 30-40 seeds each time he
sat down to eat them. He started breathing better right way. He went on to chemo as the doctors told him
that the cancer can be held back or maybe shrink some. Upon testing the cancer was totally gone in his
lungs. Dexter has not stopped the chemo as of this time. At this point the chemo can only hurt him.
2/18
Michael Roy knew that some type of Lymphoma was forming in body about 5 years ago. Upon diagnosis in
the end of 1999, it was discovered that he had Non Hotchkins Lymphoma small cell follicular. By December
the tumors were getting painful and bigger. Dec. 24th he started the apricot seeds and the B-17, fresh
pineapple, vitamin C and one or two other things. (e-mail him at optoroy@yahoo.com to ask him) In two days
the pain went away and the tumors started shrinking under his arm and on his neck. When he went to the
oncologist, he said that the tumors under the arm were completely gone and the other had all shrunk down.
Michael says he fell to his knees there, and thanked God. On Michael's way home from the oncologist he
wrecked his brand new car. He told the cop at the scene (who was his friend also) "Doesn't matter!!! I'm
better from cancer" and continued to tell the officer his story. Click here for his complete letter and story.
Ramona Santana was diagnosed with breast cancer in Feb. of 1998. She had a mastectomy and began the
chemo, Adriomyacin and Cytoxin. By June of 1999 tumors were appearing under the arm and in her mid
section. Again the doctors gave her a new chemo, Taxotere. The tumors continued to grow under her arm.
By Nov. the doctors decided to radiate the tumors. They burnt her up pretty bad and the tumors did shrink
down but two weeks later they started growing back three times as fast. At this point all they could say is to
take an oral chemo called Xeloda. The tumors continued to grow. In January 2000 Connie Roberts testified
in their church as to God's cure in apricot seeds etc. George Santana ordered the apricot seeds, the B-17
and the Cansema and his wife began immediately. The tumors have shrunk down to half already. The
tumor at the waste line has shrunk and surfaced to the skin and is starting to come out. Her tumors under
her arm have receded back to one place and are coming out of her body on their own. She's going to put
crushed garlic and aloe on the tumors now because they are drying up and cracking. The garlic will kill the
rest of the tumors and the aloe will heal up the skin. To write the family mail to: 1510 PARKER ST. Bronx
N.Y. 10462 If you have breast cancer only, call our office and we'll give you her phone number.
Grady Burnette had colon cancer two years ago and was sent home because he was too old to start chemo.
He was in pain and couldn't go to the bathroom. He has not done chemo, only the seeds and the B-17 and
Noni Juice. He started going to the bathroom and the pain left. It is now two years later and he's still fine
and says there's no sign of cancer. His address is 208 Federal St. Warren, Ohio 44483.
2/15
Billy Rushing has pancreatic and liver cancer and was on chemo about 9
months ago. The cancer did not shrink while on the chemo. He was also
on different herbs for the last 9 months. About a month ago, he started
the Vitamin b17 and the apricot seeds. When he went into the doctor

just recently, the scans showed that the tumors have shrunk down over
the last month. If you would like to call to find out what other herbs he is
doing, e-mail his wife for their phone number at ginrush@tecinfo.com
Stella Foster was diagnosed with lung cancer in July/Aug 99. She was told that she had it in her left lung. By
September she was told it had gone over into her right lung as well and was worse in her left lung. She just
turned 58 years old in Aug. 99. Stella had one dose of chemo that almost killed her. She ended up with a
grand mal seizure and returned to the hospital within a week of the chemo. Her doctor said that there was
nothing they could do for her. She was told to go home and only return when the pain got too bad. Then they
would hospitalize her with morphine if she desired. She went home defeated and so ill that she could not eat.
She was losing weight. At that time, my husband, her son Wayne Foster and I searched on the computer to
find an answer for her cancer. My own dad died in December 1996 at the age of 62 of lung cancer. I did not
own a computer then,
God has cured her cancer. She has been taking the b17 and the native
herbal tea and doesn't care if God used one or both of them to do it.
She has been taking the seeds and the B17 for over a year now steadily.
(If you want to talk to Stella, you have to write her at Stella Foster,
956 Ashburn street, Winnapeg, Manitoba, R3G3C9. Canada.
1/27/00
Donald Stout had skin cancer. After three week of taking the B-17 his cancer was gone. It's now one in a
half years later and still no reoccurrence. His daughter, Tracee Brantley had a very aggressive, fast growing
cancer in the sinus cavity going behind her eyes. The doctors were giving her cat scans getting ready to do
some type of radiation or chemotherapy or both. Meanwhile she started the B-17 and the seeds. The
doctors were a little confused when she went into remission before she could start their treatment. The
cancer shrunk right down and her treatment was cancelled. To be able to stay on her insurance she had to
concede to taking a nose spray which had some chemo in it. She stopped this in less than a month. Tracee
is now completely cancer free upon her last check-up. Now Trace's husband was just diagnosed with
testicular cancer. He is about to start the seed and the B-17. If you would like to write Donald Stout or his
daughter write to 5808 N. 21st Ave, Phoenix, AZ. 85015.
12/10/99
Dear Jason,
I just wanted to update you on the status of one of my patients, Kim St.
George. As you know, she was diagnosed with a brain tumor about a year and nine months ago. In July of
98 she had 80% of a 6 cm malignant tumor removed from her brain. Within a month, that tumor grew back to
the full 6cm. Her doctors gave this 31 year old women, with two children, 6 months to live. In Late September
of 98 she came into the office. Her protocol consisted of 40 seeds a day, and various other supplements
based on some specific tests I ran. In December, just 2 months later, an MRI revealed that the tumor shrunk
down to just 1 1/2 cms. Within the next two months she was pregnant! Now her doctors told her that she had
a very high probability of having a Downs Syndrome baby. Again, we put her on some specific supplements
and adjusted her seed intake, and PRAYED a lot. Well, on October 15th, 1999, Jeremiah St. George, a
beautiful 8 lb 2 oz. baby boy was born! Just wanted to bring you up to speed, they are both doing great.
Thank you again for all the hard work you and everyone at Christian Brothers has done! Have a blessed
Christmas.
Thomas Von Ohlen, M.S.
Clinical Nutritionist
www.acfn.com
12/6
This is an update on Lisa Murry who had a tumor on her ovaries. The tumor was diagnosed at 8 cm one
year ago. She started the seeds an the Noni juice and one month later the tumor was 3 cm. the tumor
stayed that size for a year up until last week when the scan showed that the tumor is completely gone. Lisa
had refused the original operation and possible treatments there after. Her home phone number is 718-7465054.

Melanie Hoskins is a beautiful 34 year old woman stricken with autism and multiple benign tumors
throughout her body (it is called Tubular Sclerosis). She has had two operations on her kidneys due to
continuous tumor regrowth over her years.. Two years ago she started the B17 and since then she hasn't
had to go to the doctors for further operations as no new tumors are growing. Her father, Bob has reported a
non cancerous tumor that was on his "bald" head, as he says, has gone away since he started with the
seeds.
James House reports moles on his forearm and on his leg the size of a pea went down to a freckle after
taking 6 seeds and 1 tablet per day for only four days. He should just continue on a low maintenance now.
His e-mail address is jameshouse@sympatica.com
Linda Creed was diagnosed with pancreas cancer three years ago. As of last year she was in ICU on
morphine and about to die. She started the B17 and the seeds taking 60 seeds per day (now she takes
about 16 per day) and three tablet per day. She juiced her vegetables and fruits (organic) took enzymes,
and put a salve over her pancreas ( on her stomach). The salve pulled out a ball tumor in the bandage over
a certain amount of time. She is now fine and anyone with pancreas cancer can mail her a letter and get her
phone number or maybe she'll call you if you put your number in the letter...at Linda Creed, 909 Wilson West
Monroe, La, 71291.
Many other success stories that I can't really follow are coming in. I pray for the time or the right person to
help follow up on people.
The FDA has confiscated 5 packages this week.
Richard Ross was diagnosed with prostate cancer last year (98) with a PSA of 57. He refused chemo and
when rediagnosed in June of 99 his PSA went up to 170 and the cancer had spread. In June they gave him
a few months to live. At this point Richard Ross decided to refuse hospital treatment again and treat himself.
He had to catheterize himself because he was not able to urinate. He was not moving his bowels either. He
started taking 5 apricot seeds per hour, 6 B17 500mg tablets per day and pancreatic enzymes. In just a
week or two he was moving his bowels and urinating normally. He has returned to work and was on Channel
4 news for his recovery. It's now about 6 months and Richard is going strong. If you would like to write him or
call him call our office. here is his mailing address 45424 Margate Drive, Macomb, Mich, 48044. Here is a
link to the news stations report...click below.
http://web.archive.org/web/20040205201734/http://www.wdiv.com/lila11599_rosshusbandcancer.html

Isabella Romaine had lung cancer 4 years ago and had two bottom lobes of her lung taken out. She had no
chemo or radiation. Four years later in May of 99, Her colon was bleeding. While in the hospital the doctors
found a large cancerous tumor in her chest near her heart. in her lymph near her heart which was a big
tumor. She refused chemo and radiation again. (note: she refused chemo the first time with lung cancer and
already was living 4 years, normally you have a year or so with lung cancer and treated with chemo). She
started eating about 6 seeds 6 times per day. (that's 36 seeds per day for the mathematically challenged.)
She took 4 of the vitamin b17 500 mg tablets per day and was eating a whole pineapple per day. After a
while she couldn't eat a whole pineapple a day but she still ate some and then just added other fruits in. She
also drank black tea. This part gets interesting. She had a cat scan a couple of weeks a go and the doctors
called her in and told her to get her life in order and asked if she loved God because it was all over. The next
day they called her back and realized that they had read her old scan from months ago and her new one
showed no sign of cancer. This is the short of it, but Isabella told me how she was calling up friends and
family sobbing both days, the day they told her she was going to die and the day they told her it was a
mistake and there was actually no cancer in her body. Her address is 54 Red stone Dr. Parsippany NJ
07054 Her husband's e-mail address is cromaine@msn.com
Oct. 18
At least 10 people this month report moles falling off. Including Carol Gillett whose moles fell off her face
that she had wanted to get removed, She has spinal cancer and is taking IP6 and Laetrile. She has been
stable for a couple of years now. Mostly in just days.)
Clyde Vance had Adenocarcinoma in the lung, from asbestos, and has been on chemo and the
seeds/vitaminB17, for one year. The doctors told him he was going to die. Now, after one year two doctor

reports show no sign of cancer. 124 E. CEDAR, Tyler TX. 75702. Write them or call information to speak
with them. His wife is Corabella.
Larry Nelson had moles removed 5 years ago which turned out to be Melanoma. Last year in Jan-Feb he
was diagnosed with esophagus cancer and by July it had grown back twice with two operations. By Dec. of
98 he had cancer in his lungs, in his liver, lymph nodes on the chest and under the arm, two spots in his
colon and cancer still in his neck. He started the apricot seeds, Vitamin B17, essiac tea and Ip 6,
antioxidents and Megazyme and Inteferon. Some of his moles fell off right away. He broke out on his upper
body with hives and rashes and got sores in his mouth and ear as he detoxified. Some moles fell off right
away. Every week his lung tumors shrunk down 10%. His last check up, two weeks ago showed no signs
of cancer. His e-mail address is larryvnelson@yahoo.com he said it was a battle every day to take his
supplements consistently three times a day. He also said that he didn't change his diet that much...he just
cut out soda and sweets and added a few other things like seeds and supplements.
Oct.4
Mrs. Terwilliger had brain cancer, a tumor the size of an eraser, that when she had radiation it grew to the
size of a tennis ball. She couldn't write, could hardy see and was sleeping all the time. She started the
injectable B17 and takes 20 apricot seeds per day. (Started twenty-six days ago) She has just recently
started the Noni Juice and wheat grass. She is up and around and doing dishes and can write again and
can see. She has energy and is past the time the doctors have given her. She is a firm believer and if you
need to talk to Mr. Terwilliger call our office. She is on her second month of full injectable treatment. A
friend of the family who is an RN showed them how to inject the Laetrile. She had been feeling sick all the
time and now feels fine.
Sept. 21, 1999
Jim Smith has prostate cancer which was causing him to wake up ever hour during the night to go to the
bathroom. He started taking the injectable Laetrile in the muscle and not even in the vein. The prostate tumor
softened within a couple of weeks and he's going to the bathroom a normal once per night now. Jim also
took pineaples, papaya and some pancreatic enzymes. His phone number is 941-858-3328
Sept. 6th
Gene Lemoine had medulloblastoma (brain cancer) and had an emergency operation in May, 99. He has
started the seeds and the injectable and in a few days his appitite came back. he's 17 1/2 years old and
refused to continue chemo or radiation, although he had one session of chemo and three of radiation. he will
be fine as long as he continues to eat the seeds and keep in prayer.
Sept. 3, 1999
Nancy Kane was hyperglycemic, she started the seeds and now there's no more problem with her blood
sugar.
August 25th
Joan Pickering had Hotchkins in the third stage with a tumor in her neck. This was last Sept. They urged
her to get chemo and she refused. She started taking one of the vitamin B-17 per day. She was checked up
again in December of 98 and there were four more tumors, two on her spleen and two lymph nodes. She
called our office and we reminded her that she had to also take the seeds as well as increase the vitamin B17. By April one of the tumors in the spleen was dead and as of yesterday her doctors read the most recent
scan and said "see you in six months for a check up", no longer talking of treatment. She told her oncologyst
that she was taking Laetrile
August 24th,
Many more stories of blood pressure normalizing, glaucoma pressure normalizing...
Lung Cancer's dissappearing while on some chemo and seeds.
PSA counts lowering among many with prostate cancer, although sometimes the count goes up at first.

My kidney tumor is still stable after 6 years now. I eat about 5-10 per day (I should eat more.) Click here for
more of my story.
July 22, 1999
Alita Christmas had lung cancer four years ago with many tumors, one the size of a golf ball. After doing the
laetrile for two years all tumors are all gone. The doctor that checked her out said her blood pressure was
normal for the first time and her lungs sounded clear. X-rays also show clear lungs. Alita's ister had a rar
form of muscle cancer and received many doses of chemo. Two years ago she finally stopped the chemo
and the doctors said she had a week or so to live. Alita ran over her sister's hous and started her on the B17
and seeds. Alita's siter just diesd two weeks ago. She lived an extra two years even after being destroyed
by chemo and radiation. This is Alita''s e-mail address ali@ipa.net if yo uneed her number e-mail her and
she'll be happy to tell you of her story. Please only call in the afternoon.
Barry Paralta had a tumor the size of an olive and now it's the size of an eraser head. This tumor was on the
hip. He tookt he seed/b17. He was first taking apple seeds and then got our apricot seeds. The Cancerous
tumor shrunk in two weeks down to an eraser head. He also took shark liver oil, stragalus and essiac tea.
New Chat room just created for all to ask questions...click here
July 9th, 1999
Here is a twin study. (Well as close as we can get for now, these two are brothers not twins) Brother one
was diagnosed in 1998 with lung cancer and Mr. Lay brother 2, was diagnosed a year earlier in 1997.
Brother one had an operation and chemo and is now near deaths bed. ( I know this sounds crude) Mr. Lay
had no operation, one session of chemo and almost died due to pneumonia. He then started with alternative
therapy such as Barley green, Apricot seeds and B-17. He is doing great. Mr. Lay also had gall stones and
was told to drink 8 ounces of apple juice every 2 or 3 hours for two days and then on the third day to drink
1/2 of a cup of olive oil. Mr. Lay's gall stones came out on the third day right in the toilet with no operation...
this is fact.
Julio has been ordering the injectable for his friend in the Dominica Repulic, Norma Cordero. The blood
tests have improved 100%, the pain is gone and it looks like a complete turnaround.
Mr. Suianello has been on the injectable for the 21 days, and chemo) and went in for the colon exam and
went up to the tumor (colon and liver cancer). This morning he went in for the results...they said it didn't get
any bigger but it has calcified, (dying, this is not what chemo normally does but is common with laetrile
patients.) They are shocked he's walking around because he's also on the strongest chemo. They say his
blood is excellent and they are simply amazed. They don't know that he's on the injectable Laetrile.
John Comer had prostate cancer with a psa 9 and now 5 months later after taking the b17 and seeds it is .1
Chrles Wagner went down some in a psa test after taking the b17, 30 seeds per day and essiac tea along
with asparagus extract.
Jean Lemoine wsa diagnosed with a brain cancer on the stem of his brain on May 21st 1999. He came
home bed ridden and vomiting on June8th. He started the seeds on the 10th and by the 11th he had his
appitite back, was no longer vomiting and was out of bed. He was eating about 5 seeds per hour. About a
week later he started the injectable and according to his father is out control with his activities. The e-mail
address is steve@lionmm.com
6/17/99
Faye Scott had reported metastisized cancer throughout her body and bone. Because of the lung cancer
she has she's been coughing worse and worse. She started the seeds/B17 and then Cantron (powerful
immune booster) and a form of chemo. Her coughing is gone. Don't know the definate reason but it's gone
and here's her e-mail address to ask her what she's doing for health. faye4scott@aol.com
June 10th, 1999

Christina Grieves had cervical cancer as of last year. her tumor was 4 cm and then it continued to grow to 8
cm after getting Breaky radiation. (june 98 diagnosed. Breaky radiation Aug-Oct) She called me up on the
phone to tell me that even after the tumor was 8cm and she strted the seeds, it stil wasn't shrinking. It
continued to grow until about March or 1999 as she called crying that she wasn't better yet. I cried some
with her too but reassured her that the rest of her body was being protected and that I believed the worse
that would happen is that she'd need and operation in that spot. She was taking squalamine, hydrozine
sulfate and immunol as the tumor continued to grow throughout. She stopped the chemo a few months ago.
Christina stuck with her alternative plan and yesterday received her latest cat scan. Christina has absolutely
no sign of cancer left in her. The scans had shown continued increase as she called me month to month to
tell me she wasn't stopping her protocol. Now there's no tumor left and her e-mail adress is
tvcgii@onslowonline.com
6/5/99
Pastor Baumgardner had colon cancer in 1974-1975 and he took about 40 apricot seeds per day for the
month and the tumor in the colon went away. At the same time his friend kathy Hile had colon cancer,
started the seeds and in 6 days the pain was gone and at the end of 40 days she was well. They had given
her 3 days to three months. When she wasn't dead after the 3 months they wanted to operate to see why
she was still alive. After a year she had a bleeding polyp. When they operated they found the polyp and a
tumor the size of a grapefruit. The tumor was benign and the doctor excitedly went to Kathy and said there
was no sign that she ever had cancer. Kathy lived for about 12 years longer and died of other causes. At the
end of 1975 the FDA stopped all sale of the Apricot seeds and Pastor Baumgardner couldn't get a supply
any more and couldn't keep on a maintainence dose. Mr. Baumgarder now in 1999 has pancreatic cancer,
liver cancer and skin cancers all over his back. He has been on the seeds again now for two months and his
pain has gone away his skin tumors on his back have fallen off. The discomfort in his stomach is better as to
where he can eat. He was taking 30 seeds per day and 6 of the 500mg tablets per day. Mr Baumgardner
has a fox terrier that has cancer on her nose and in her stomach. The nose tumors have fallen off so far
and he believes that she will pull through this fine.
6/3
JAMES DEMMERLY HAS PROSTATE THAT HAS GONE TO THE BONE CANCER AND A PSA OF 122 IN
MARCH. HE STARTED HORMONE THERAPY AND 6 500MG TABLETS PER DAY AND BETWEEN 30-5APRICOT SEEDS. HE JUST HAD ANOTHER PSA READING AND IT'S DOWN TO 1.6. THE PSA
SHOULD NOT BE TRUSTED AS THE ULTIMATE DETECTOR. HIS E-MAIL ADDRESS IS
MDEMMERLEY@AOL.COM
5/25
Paston Preston Baumgardner had pancreatic cancer that metastisized to his liver. He took 30 seeds per day
and 6 tablets and had no side effects. The doctors say that the pancreas has cleared up and he's fine. He's
giving 3-4 seeds per day to his dog and the dog's tumor is shrinking.
Mr. Nelson is starting his mom on the b17 and seeds but told me the story first. Like most everyone his
mom was diagnosed with liver cancer and immediately went for chemo. This was in Jan. 99. The tumor
shrunk down a little in the first month and then in the next two months four more tumors grew. She is just
starting the seeds and the vitamin B17 this week.
More stories of undiagnosed moles falling off or shrinking down.
5/1
Betty Smith had breast cancer last year. Her doctors in Georgia wanted to give her a radical masectomy
where they take off your breast and all the lymph nodes around the area. She refused and demanded that
only two of her glands be taken out, the ones enlarged. They refused her and she had to travel 500 miles to
TN for a doctor that would agree to her terms. That was last year. This year, a tumor started growing under
her arm to a rather large size causing her alot of pain. Betty bought the seeds the tablets and the injectable
laetrile. She had heard that you can inject the laetrile directly into tumors. She was scared so she tells me
she dressed nice so that in case she died she would look good when they found her. (I told her don't make

me laugh.) Even though I also know that B17 is non-toxic and safe I got scared when I first injected into my
blood stream. She injected three grams directly into the tumor and was in a lot of pain. In an hour the pain
from the injection went away and she states that the next morning the tumor had shrunk between 30% and
50%. After her second injection directly into the tumor all the pain is gone. Before hanging up she told me of
an old saying "If you don't know the truth how can you understand deception." Her phone number is (call)
and her address is 400 w 2nd street Blueridge, GA 30513.
4/28
Patricia Rash had breast cancer in 1997 and found a tumor in her vertebrae. In Nov, 1998 she had a biopsie
that proved it to be cancer. Her insurance would cover a stem cell transplant which would mean doses of
chemo 10x stronger than than normal in order to completely kill off her immune system so that her body
would not be able to reject the alien stem cells. She turned this down. In January of 1999 she decided to
get radiation. During her 15 treatments of radiation two additional tumors appeared in her vertebrae bone.
Feb 1st she decided to stop the radiation. Elder E. W. Hooven invited Patricia to his house to watch the
video and read the book. Psalms 103:5 has been on Patricia's heart for some time. (This verse says that
good foods will restore your youth as an eagle) Our buisiness cards have this verse on display. Patricia
started the B17, the seeds, IP 6, Ezekiel 4:9 bread, essiac tea and some vegetables. Two months later, this
week, her last bone scan showed the two tumors completely gone and the original shrunk down. If you have
a similar cancer call our office for Patricia's phone number, she'll be happy to talk to you, the patient.
Lindy Patreu's dog's tumor is gone after being on the b17 or seeds.
Mrs. Pottinger has severe bone cancer with severe pain. She's on the B17 from the last part of March
99...had been diagnosed with breast cancer a year ago in March that had already gone to the bone. She
started Noni juice last year, two ounces per day as the pain went away. She started taking 32 ounces per
day and felt her body turning around. Then went down to 6-8 ounces per day. She was also taking a
hormonal pill (Nolvadex) Then in March fell out of her wheel chair and her pain was increased..was put back
in bed. Started the seeds and B17 and her rib cage pain has gone down more each day.
4/23
Addie Holley gave us this report..Addie has had undiagnosed lymph problems for eight years recently, to the
point where she couldn't turn her neck and a tumor the size of an apple appeared on her neck. The
following is her brief... you can e-mail her at Holley4322@aol.com
Hi Jason,
I must tell you this. I have C in my neckdeveloped from broken blood vessels. It spreaded to my lungs.
Very bad swelling in my neck, Very bad pains in my chest. Very bad coughing up mucus from my lungs. I
ordered apricot seeds and B17 from you on March 22, 1999, I began taking 20 seedper day and 6 B17 per
day. I began doing this on March 26, 1999. As of today I do not have pains in my neck, all the swelling is
gone from my neck, no pains in my lungs, no coughing up mucus. I went to the doctor today for
examination. No sign of C, I do not have no pains in my chest, X-ray shows my lungs are clear. I praise
God for a miracle. I thank God for you Jason.
You are a blessing to people. God bless you and you keep blessing people.
Love you,
Addie Holley
Today I received report that John Hughes wife and child who had been suffering from allergies for most of
their lives ate 20 seeds per day and in less then one week the allergies are gone. klkklkk I've heard of this
before but never wrote it in the journal thinking it was either not significant enough or that it was just
coincidence
4/18/99
Mr. Smith-Green is 86 and back in November he was diagnosed with colon cancer. They wanted to operate
and then do chemo and tried to force him. he did none of the above and instead opted to take the seeds and
the vitamin B17. He just called today and noted that his last cat scan of his colon was completely clean. No

cancer anymore. I reminded him that it was dangerous to stop eating the seeds just because the cancer is
gone. A person has to maintain or it can come back worse than before.
Pat Goetzer called and has been on the seeds for three months as her CEA count has now gone down from
7.8 to 3.8 She has some cancer in her bone.
Bruce Hamaker's PSA has gone down another point.
3/28/99
Ed Phillips PSA is now .07 Go to the journal to see his whole story. The only change he made is the seeds
and some of the b17. PSA is a prostate cancer indicator.
3/27/99
David Madden has had high blood pressure for over six years . 158/110 He has been eating five seeds
three times per day for a few months and his blood pressure is now 130/90. The seeds were the only
change that he made in his diet. Our nature calls for bitter. As David eats the bitter seed he no longer has
the cravings for sweets the way he used to. He is now changing other parts of his diet. His phone number is
770-941-1504. He goes to Bible study twice a week, and is on the right track now with diet.
3/22/99
Dear Jason,
I thank you for your web site and all the hard work you are doing. I am sorry that I didn't believe and we had
a little fight. I always believed in God but I didn't like him too much because of all the pain and suffering. I
done a lot of reading and research and I should not of abandoned god, for he did not abandon us. The
pharmaceutical companies, governments and the almighty Dollar has taken over and we believed them, well
me anyway until now. I saw my dad lose half of his face and ear because of cancer.Because of you and God
my dog is still with us.I have given him six seeds a day, The small lump on his nose has shrunk down to a
little pimple. I would like to take him to the Vet but he does not like Vets so we will leave that one alone. Can
I reduce the amount of seeds per day or do you think he has to keep taking them all. The massive fat cell
under his chest is all soft now. This was tested and is a fat cell.
Edward White, Langley BC. God bless you healthwealth@bc.sympatico.ca
Dear Friends.
Last week I ordered the kit from you & a pound of seeds & 500mg tablets
of vitamin B-17.
I feel better today than I have in at least 20 years, Several weeks ago
I went in for my first pap smear in over 10 years. The Dr. found lumps in
both breasts and my pap smear came back with moderate dysphasia. She wants me
to have a mammogram (I have never had one before) and a biopsy of my uterus.
I watched my aunt, granddad, and mother all die a horrible death from
chemo treatments for cancer. For the last 30 years I have had a fear of
cancer and have read as much about it as I could. We were devastated at
losing my mother four years ago only 4 months after our youngest son was
killed in a car accident.
I told myself that I would never take chemo under any circumstances. My
great grandmother was a nurse. She died in her 90's. She ate meat only once
a week, and grew and canned her own vegetables in an organic garden. She did
not believe in radiation or surgery for cancer. I guess she watched a lot of
people die from it.
The first night I took 1 tablet and 3-4 seeds. During the night I felt
some mild burning inside my left breast, which had lots of lumps. On Saturday
I put a whole handful of the seeds in my cereal & chewed them up carefully, as
well as a handful of vitamins. That afternoon I felt really sick, dizzy, hard
to hold my head up so I just went to bed and slept for hours.
By evening I felt much better. Did not eat much dinner but drank a lot of
grape juice and water. The lumps in my left breast are gone. I cannot feel
any at all. The thickening in the right breast is also gone ! I do not want
to have a mammogram because of the radiation. I plan on taking the nutrients a
couple of more weeks and then asking for an MRI or ultrasound instead. What

I need to know is this ...exactly how much you think I should be taking. I am
almost 49 years old and weigh 135. Sincerely, Bettie Bennett mgb2020@aol.com
Feb 27th,1999
Dear Christian Brothers
Two years ago I had incurable bladder cancer!! Three bottles of B-17, one package of your seeds, and a
complete change of diet caused my eighth cysto (last December) to be a waste of time!! NO MORE
BLADDER CANCER! Thank you for being there...I will continue the B17 and diet, and yes, I am passing on
your phone # and what I've learned God Bless! Edward M. Gill Ed Gill Age 53-and living. This letter was
received today. I do not know what he means by his eight "cysto" but maybe it's a kind of cat scan or
bladder cancer test.)

The above letter is from Edward M. Gill whom I just called on the phone. He lives at 1128 N.W. SUNSET DR.
P.O. BOX 308 GRANTS PASS, OR 97528. He was a lithographer (works with large printing presses and
chemicals) and he smoked. His doctor told him to say goodbye to his friends because he didn't have much
time and was going to die within months. Edward just told me that when he went to say goodbye to one his
"old stupid truck driver friends" (Steve Lemmon) he said "you don't have to die, here's the info on B17. So
Mr. Gill ordered from us and followed just what we said in our cover letter. He quit smoking, he sold his
business so that he wouldn't be exposed to those chemicals, he started with 3 apricot seeds per hour and
the 500mg tablet. His mother baked him more than a loaf of millet every week of which he would have two
slices and a piece of raw sliced pineapple every morning, he bought macadamia nuts, cut out most of his
beef and all his white bread and had some raw broccoli. He could only keep up the 3 seeds per hour for a
short time and had to decrease the amount. (Remember: macadamia nuts and millet bread have b17 in
them.) By the way he just told me that a cysto is where they cut into your bladder for testing and removing.
(Steve Lemmon isn't stupid)

FEB 26 Mr. Kwong and his assistant (FDA agents) inspected our premises today. The meeting went well...I
believe. Mr Dilling, our lawyer, was on the speaker phone throughout the meeting. It was a polite and
courteous time. The meeting lasted for about two hours and I was asked to give copies of certain documents
as well as the new labels for the products that we make available.
KIM ST. GEORGE called today to tell of her condition. She has brain cancer and was given 6 months (in
July, 98)to live without chemo and 1-1 1/2 years to live with chemo. She took the chemo and ate 40 apricot
seeds per day. She stopped the chemo half way through ( as I believe everybody should) and her brain
tumor has shrunk down dramatically. Now she has just found out that she is pregnant. She asked if she
should continue the seeds and I told her that I believe that she should. Many times women's cancer can go
out of control during or after a pregnancy because of all the estrogen in her system. The seeds should keep
things under control during this time. Of course all her doctors are strongly hinting at an abortion. She's a
beautiful lady and needs to be completely in tune with the Lord in order to make all the right decisions. She
has two other children 10 and 6). Just this second I stood up and looked for an educational tape to listen to
while I fix the web site and the first tape that I picked up is"Abortion Increases Cancer Risk" by Dr. Joel
Brind. Now this is G-d speaking.
Robert DeFilippo who had fourth stage Lymphoma and was mentioned earlier in the journal has run into
some problems. After having been given a death sentence by the doctors and turning only to the seeds the
B17 and the Enzymes we are sad to say that Rob has now lost all confidence in his doctors because he's
feeling better than he ever has and with no signs of cancer. Rob reminds me of the importance of enzymes.
Click here for info on enzymes. Rob's phone # is 973 993 5120
FEB 24TH, (update) John Herbert who was given a few months to live about two years ago is doing great
and continues eating the seeds as his brain cancer stays dormant and has shrunk down to scar tissue as the
doctors have reported.
Ward Hall has passed away. (update) I spoke to his wife as she told me the story. Ward had t-cell
lymphoma and had been through chemo which had put him into comas two separate times as well as a heart
attack. He started the seeds and b17 in the very late stages as his head tumors shrunk down. Gloria tells
how one of the tumors was pretty large so they decided to have some radiation. Ward's personality changed
dramatically after this,; Mrs. Hallman went into the horror stories of Ward's time at the hospital. Mrs. Ward

recalled how 15 years ago Mr. Ward had a lump in his testicles which he refused to get biopsied and instead
took antibiotics. Over the years this would pain Mr. Hall on and off as his strength slowly went down. I truly
believe that if Mr. Hall had been diagnosed an biopsied, he would've been convinced to get chemo and or
radiation as well as an operation and would've died years ago due to the cancer coming back at a much
faster rate in his liver and lungs and possibly brain. This is not just what I believe, this is what Ralph Moss
clearly points out in his essays on chemo (This is what happens when one goes through chemo, I was even
told that after my chemo my brain would be susceptible to cancer...Dr. Malamud, oncologist at Beth Israel in
N.Y. told me this.) It remind me of Ralph Margaritas who had leukemia yet was over 300 pounds...This 24
year old started the seeds and was in remission. His doctors pushed and pushed for him to get a bone
marrow transplant. Two weeks after the bone marrow transplant he was dead. (I didn't find out until months
after he had died.)
Feb 23, 1998
Two agents form the FDA, one was Mr. Kwong and the other a lady came to our place today. They insist on
doing an inspection. If anyone has any advice on how this should be handled please e-mail
cianide65@aol.com
Feb 16,
From Mr. Davis
I had a very small basal cell on my face. I took 100 mg 4-5 times a day for a
few months before my Doctor's appointment today. Well, it was gone by today.
There was a tiny red dot. The doctor said there was no way it was cancer
because it was not possible for it to go away with apricot seeds and vitamin
b17. Oh well, I left him some material printed from the internet. Davis642@aol.com
Thank you.
FEB. 8
ROBERT GARCIA'S father has prostate cancer and his PSA was 79.7. He had sever pain in the pelvis,
probably due to bone metastasis. He started on the seeds and the b17 500mg and the pain is gone. He has
had this pain for some time. Today, Robert Garcia reports his last PSA test results were down to 39. He's
been taking seeds and six 500 mg tablets per day.
Hi Jason,
My father Pete Garcia had a PSA done in December, the PSA was 79.7 in
December. He recently had another PSA done this past Tuesday, his PSA
dropped down to 38.5. He started the B17 tablets and seeds the first
week in January. God Bless, I'll continue to spread the good news and
pray for everyone. rng13@csufresno.edu Robert Garcia
Spoke to Dean Mattilia today matillahs@aol.com and he reports three success stories. His moles have dried
up to white spots and fallen off, his wife had sores throughout her body and they have cleared up, his dog
was old and sluggish and had bumps on his back which were supposedly cancerous; the bumps, I believe
he said went down and the dogs are acting like puppies again. His moles and his wife's sores were
suspected to be cancerous but they refused to go for biopsies..from what I've seen a person in the same
situation goes for a biopsy, finds that the skin lesions are melanomas (cancerous) get some skin grafts,
years later find the cancer has gone internal, get chemo and then the cancer metastasizes all over the body
and the doctors say "we've done all we could do." All they've done was quicken the coarse of the cancer. Of
course this can't be proven but I will stake my life on it that it's true.
JAN 16, 1999
I spoke to Mr. Christy Harris today who has had a stroke in the past and was put on high blood pressure
medication and blood thinners. Mr Harris also has skin lesions that have to be burned off at the doctors
every once in a while. These skin lesions were not cancerous but were precancerous I believe he told me.

He has been taking shark cartilage and other supplements in the past but when he started taking the seeds
(6 per day religiously) the newest lesions began to hurt some and then dried up and "flaked off". He noticed
that some age spots have gone away while others have shrunk. His skin is better then it's been in
years...smoother. Now back to his blood pressure...He has cut down his pill 75%, and finds his pressure at
115 over 65.
Jan 15th
Jason,
Great news again on one of my brain tumor patients. I forwarded to you
the mail from a gentleman that you referred to me back in November. You
actually spoke to his daughter in law who I keep in very close contact
with. She started him on my protocol regimen in early November
and her father in laws oncologist were shooting in the breeze and said
they would try a session of radiation to slow the growth of her
father in laws glioblastoma multiform brain tumor.They were very
very receptive of my protocol and actually used it while he was in the
hospital as part of his routine medicines(These are good doctors) I just
received this mail only minutes ago so I haven't seen the Cat scan
results personally. I will have her forward me a copy later. In November
the oncologist were expecting only to possibly slow its growth at best
but now it has shrunk from my best estimation by 50%. I will get his
last 3 Cat Scan results and make a more definite approximation as to the
extent of shrinkage. He unfortunately has experienced some personality
problems I suspect from some of the radiation therapy but neverthe less
we have seen considerable shrinkage and I suspect with continued therapy
from the protocol (which includes 60 seeds and 4 500mg b17 tablets) we
will get complete shrinkage in 6 months.
I wanted to share it with you . If I can be of further help to any
of the individuals that you work with let me know!! By the way the
gentleman's name is Bill who has the brain tumor. Greg

1/14/99
ALBERT BRESCIANI went to the doctor two years ago for a growth that was on his eye lid. The doctor tried
to scare him into getting an operation by saying these are most commonly cancerous and needed to be
operated on. He waited two years and a few months ago started eating 7 seeds per day and a couple of the
100mg b17 tablets. The mole has shrunk right down. His e-mail address is abb642@aol.com
Shirley Hoffman has been on the seeds and B17 for a couple of months now and she has cut down her
diabetic medicine in half (she was taking glucophage ) and her blood pressure has gone down.
Betty Judd had liver cancer, lung cancer, cancer in the pelvis and the bone. She was in the Hospital last
May (97) and wasn't expected to come out. She started the seeds and the B17 right away and has been
taking 4-6 tablets of the 500mg and 20 seeds per day every day. She has been on chemo once a month
and taking Green tea and some other herbs. Her last scan showed her liver, lungs and pelvis clean from
cancer and her bone marrow has actually started to regenerate. There is still some cancer in the bone, but
less. Her sisters e-mail address is betty69jud@aol.com
1/6/99
Rob Cera has Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma and has a tumor in the lumbar spine that has been causing severe
spinal pain. IN the beginning of Dec. he started with 3 grams of the injectable per day and 3 grams of the
tablets and some of the seeds. His pain is gone. He's now awaiting his next cat scan. His e-mail address is
MAUREEN.CERA@GTE.NET He was also taking a lot of anti-oxidants.

MARINA OLSHANSKY has a child with brain cancer who is on the seeds. While she was in the office for her
child she had a mammogram. The doctor found a lump in HER breast and demanded immediate surgery.
She has a biopsy first that revealed the tumor to be a cyst with precancerous cells. Instead of getting the
operation, Marina started eating 20 seeds per day and the tumor is now completely gone. Please pray for
her child.
Jan 4, 1999
Dear Jason and all blessed staff,
Thank you for your courage and your dedication. I wanted to tell you how the apricot kernels are helping
me. I've had a varicose vein sore/ulcer on my left foot for 5 to 6 years that would never heal completely.
From my research, I concluded that it was an infestation of candida fungus. After about 12 to 15 health
practitioners (including 4 M.D.'s and multi-varied antibiotics, which had no effects), I've been blessed to learn
of your apricot seeds. In two weeks, my sore completely healed over with a good scab. As I have learned
that candida fungus is a pre-cursor to cancer, I thought what do I have to lose! Well, just after days of taking
the kernels (6 or 7, 3 to 4 times daily) I could see red blood cells forming the basis for new skin which I
haven't seen for years. It was an open sore-3 to 4 inches in diameter and usually painful to walk on. I am
singing praises "to God be the Glory" for your group and this info. My friend in Kissimmee, Fla. sent me your
info and the terrific video. (From other health videos, I've learned that the first plan of attack on cancer at the
the now famous Mexican cancer clinics is Laetrile!) May God bless your ministry as you help us get our
health back.
I am so gratefully yours,
Peter Rock
Dec 29th
Dear Jason,
Thank you for the phone call 12/29/98. This is my story of a Christmas
miracle.
In November 1993 I discovered that I had breast cancer-stage 3, and both
breasts were removed.
I received 6 months of chemotherapy consisting of 1 treatment a week for 3
weeks and 1 week off. This was done for 6 months. I received bone scans
and cat scans every 3 months for the first 2 years and then every 6 months
the 3 year and then 1 time a year from that point on. When I had my 4th
year check-up it was discovered that the cancer had spread to the bones
ranging from my skull, rib cage, right femur, and spine with a total of 8
tumors.
My surgeon and oncologist convinced my family that I would have to have
another round of chemotherapy for the rest of my life or basically until
either the cancer killed me or the chemotherapy did. I was determined not
to do the chemo, however; when your family asks you to do it for them it is
hard to turn them down. I received 1 treatment of the chemo, administered
to me while I was in the hospital, and the drip lasted for 2 days. After
being home for 3 to 4 days I became so ill that I was taken to the emergency
room and re-admitted into the hospital because the chemo had wiped out my
white blood cells and I was unable to fight off any kind of infection. I
convinced my family that I could not do this anymore and promised I would
try to find a nutritionist who would help me through diet and herbs, etc.
I began to juice several times a week and started to begin vitamin and
mineral therapy. And then my oldest daughter had an E-mail message and
someone had sent her all the information on the B-17 and Christian Brothers.
My husband read the numerous pages of info that she printed for us and

immediately called for the seeds and the B-17 tablets(500 mg) along with the
video and book. Since 8/18/98 I have been taking the tablets 4 times a day
and eating 2 to 3 seeds a day. My bone scan was done this December and
reports that 5 of my tumors have shrunk and the 3 other tumors have not
changed in size since my bone scan of 5/98. My doctor called me 2 days
before Christmas with the news and my family believes that the combination
of the seeds and the B-17 tablets along with prayer and faith have
contributed to my Christmas miracle - only God knows for sure!!!! Thank you
Christian Brothers for making this non-conventional form of treatment for
cancer.
Mary
JKJB7@AOL.COM HAD OLIGODENDROGLIONA brain tumor. this was in June of 1995. She had a grand
ma seizure and was then diagnosed with a brain tumor. She had an operation and now 3 years later she
had another grand ma seizure. Again there was a tumor present this time a cancerous, anapestic
OLIGODENDROGLIONA tumor. 85% was removed in Dec. 97. it started to grow again and had chemo and
50 seeds per day. Her last scan showed a 75% reduction in tumor size.
Dec 28th. 1998
Mary Donaldson had bilateral breast cancer five years ago and then had a double mastectomy and chemo.
Now the cancer has come back in her bones with eight tumors showing up on the scans. She had one round
of chemo in August of 98 and was admitted to the hospital for two weeks because the chemo wiped out her
white blood cells to the point where she was near death. She refused to go back for more chemo and started
on the apricot seeds, the 500 mg tablet and began juicing. The doctors told her she'd be dead by Christmas.
Well, Christmas has past and her latest scan showed that five of the eight tumors have shrunk and the other
three are stable. She feels great and thanks G-d 100%. Call our office for her number...she'll be happy to
speak with others with bone or breast cancer.
Dec 28th,
Jason
I have a patient (39 yr. old female) who had a 3 1/2 cm malignant breast tumor
that continued to regrow 4 times after 3 separate chemo cycles in the past 2
years. She was also on Tamoxafin daily and had radiation treatments. She was
tired of dealing with the side effects and lack of results and was referred
into my office. She was on 20-30 seeds and about 3000mg of B17 for less than
3 weeks before going back to her oncologist. They told her they wanted to
remove her breast and follow up with more chemo and she refused. They
retested her that day and the results showed that the tumor shrank to 1/2 a cm
and was no longer malignant.
Another patient (30 yr. old female) came in to the office with a 6 cm brain
tumor in late September. Over the summer she had surgery to remove a tumor
and it grew back in less than 3 months. She was on chemo when she came in and
we put her on 45 seeds a day as well as some supplements to support her
adrenals and thymus gland. Also a complete digestive enzyme complex was
added. She had another MRI done on 12-10-98 and the tumor shrunk to about 1
1/2 cm and the nuero-oncologist thinks the remainder of the tumor is just
scar tissue. Now he wants to know what she has been doing and also stated
that he doesn't believe radiation helps with brain tumors. She is preparing a
full testimony for us and will send it along.
Thank you for your efforts in getting out the seeds and the truth!
I also have a patient whose dog was lame in his back
legs and none of the top vets in the area had any hope for him. Two seeds a
day and he is running around like a puppy. I will try for a testimony on him
too. Let me know the latest with the FDA, they scare me but I know the Lord
will protect us. Hope you had a blessed Christmas.

Yours in good health,
Thomas Von Ohlen, M.S.
Clinical Nutritionist
Advanced Center For Nutrition
336 Round Hill Road
Fairfield CT 06430
203-319-1274

My name is Martin Silvey. I do not have cancer, but I recently ordered some pills and took them for a couple
of months. I took about 200 milligrams a day. My blood pressure was a little high and the pills effectively
brought it down to an acceptable level. I have also been making copies of the brochure that was sent with
my pills and giving them to friends and family. It has sparked much interest. I have been giving them your
card and directing them to the website. I hope this helps your cause and gets the word out. God Bless You!!!
msilvey893@aol.co

Here is our journal of testimonials involving every type of cancer, from stage 1 to stage 4. My
personal story with cat scans and the doctor reports can be seen by clicking here.
FDA letter received 10/30/98 click here
For the rest of the journal click here. It is now under New Stories
JOURNAL
The following are some of the successful outcomes that have been shared with us. These individuals have
graciously offered their addresses and phone numbers because of the their results.
The bottom of the page are the most recent
Nov. 3rd, 1997
Yesterday I spoke with Iris Straus from Florida. Her son had a cancerous tumor a little larger than a golf ball
sticking out between his upper lip and nose. The doctors wanted to operate and remove part of his face, and
give chemo. Iris watched the tape and then immediately ordered the B17 500mg and seeds. She gave her
son (11 years old) about 5 per day and about 15 of the seeds. The tumor shrunk in two weeks and then
swelled up on the other side. It started to stink horribly. It was probably dead flesh. I didn't smell it...but I
wanted to. She said that it was raw looking. She decided to get a series of chemo shots directly into the
tumor. (Directly into a tumor isn't the worst thing) After the first shot the tumor was completely gone. The
doctors are of course amazed and there is no damage to the skin, which had been expected. I don't know
why it stopped shrinking when the other skin tumor on Mr. Mike Cruz completely dissolved with only B17 and
some seeds. My guess is that the boy's tumor created some type of temporary defense. I told the boy's
mother to inject the B17 into it.
Mr. Gary Halowicky (please visit his sight for questions) He has a tonic that goes along with the B17 and
apricot seeds for animals. His web sight is www.concentric.net/~gferret. He helps to get ferrets, dogs cats,
and other animals better.
I spoke with Tom Stratton, (RR1 Box 90 E, Constableville, NY 13325) Tom had a large mole on his right
back. He started only with the seeds, and in a few days he reported that the outside of the spot was drying
up. In a couple of weeks it was smaller and the middle began to look funny. I spoke to Tom and he said the
middle of the patch was back to normal.
Today I had a message that the FDA was at my house. I called Ken Kolas who has been raided by the FDA
since he was 14 (his father won back all the property that they took after a long court battle) he said that they
were just on a fact finding mission. I'm pretty excited.

Nov. 7th.
Some new people started today... Kami Larkin started with 6 of the 500 mg capsules yesterday. I told her to
plan on getting sick because six at one time is too much. Today I called her and she said she threw up 4
times about 7 hours afterwards.
Here's something interesting that my friend Harry Servidas brought to my attention today. In a magazine
called Gulliver's (fall 1997) in the section called medical mania (magazine's phone # 212-730-5433) it shows
that the World's largest cancer treatment and research center is...Sloan Kettering. The director is John Reed.
John Reed's other job is...Director of Philip Morris Tobacco Company.
Company that accounts for nearly half the chemotherapy sales in the world: Bristol-Meyers Squibb. The
director of Bristol-Meyers Squibb: is James Robinson.
Mr. Robinson's other job: Chairman of the Board of Sloan Kettering.
Nov.10
Dr. Spencer Way age 84 had back cancer. On Fri. 11/21/97 he received the seeds and 500mg of the B17
vitamin . Two days later the pain was 75% gone. Dr. Spencer reports years of breast cancer and as well as
the cancer spreading into the bone for the last 2 years with pain. Address: 1761 Bryan Ave, Winter Park.
Fl. 32789.
Frank Jursits reports today that all tumors are now gone on the right side of his lung but a large nodule is
still left on the left side. He has been taking the B17 and the seeds for two months. He's having a hard time.
He started bleeding. Frank has already had one leg amputated due to cancer and has gone through the
worst chemo and radiation. He was left terminal.
Charles Weiler had skin tumors (not cancerous) and they have all fallen off after 2 months of seeds and
B17. Charles Weiler, 20 Evergreen Lane. Hadean Field NJ 08033.
My Father (Joseph Vale) has reported that he no longer has back pains since he has been eating the seeds
for the last 3 months. He had this pain for years but wasn't sure why. It's gone now. Call for phone #.
Tues 11/11/97
Judy Reech called today and said she had a dream where an older woman comes to her and tells her she
has cancer and to eat apricot seeds. Judy's phone # is 315-724-7337. She said she never heard about them
before this dream and asked a friend to look up "Apricot Seeds" on the internet. She is treating dogs and
has near 100% success with apricot seeds and herbs. (She hasn't found a dog yet where she couldn't get rid
of the cancer.)
Wed. 11/12/97
I called up Jean Stalnecker (Older lady) today who had had cancer in the spine a few times already. She
says she was eating about 20 seeds per day and that the spine pain came back. This is the first case that I
have seen where the cancer (if it is cancer) didn't stop. She is in the middle of radiation treatment and the
pain has stopped.
11/15
Norman Berg's wife has a large tumor in her breast the size of a grapefruit. She has been taking the vitamin
B17 (five 500mg) and about 4 seeds per hour. Her pain has decreased more than half from what she said
and there is no difference with the tumor. She is also taking the injectable intermuscle and on Monday will
inject the tumor directly with 3 grams of the injectable.
11/17
Toby Cederbaum called today and reported that the pain from the tumors in her breast is 75% gone. She
never had them biopsied to see if they were definitely cancerous, but her mother and father died from
cancer. They have all shrunk down more than half. She's only taking the seeds and not the vitamin. Her
phone # is 973-325 2117.
Update on Toby C: 3/10/98 When I spoke to her she said that she stopped eating the seeds for a while
after the tumors went away. She started eating bad and the pain came back in her breasts full force.

She ate the seeds again and the pain went away immediately that day. She called almost crying and
saying a sweet thank you. Toby also has a friend that has skin cancer on the arm. The lady started eating
the seeds then the arm turned colors and the skin turned somewhat black as it swelled some. The lady (I
forget her name) called me to give me an update. I think she expected me to tell her to stop taking the
seeds for a while. Instead I told her to increase her intake of the seeds because there is a fight going on in
her body. I received a call a couple of weeks after and her skin condition is now fine. (I believe.)
Nov 20
I spoke to the Polyshawns today and their father is still taking the B17 and some seeds. His hospice nurses
have been renewed twice already. "He's not getting any worse" his daughter said. Mr. Polyshawn has bone
and lung cancer. He's due for a cat scan.
Nov 21
Today I received a call from Jerry Butler, 428 Mountain View Dr., Pahlonega Georgia 30533. Call for
phone # or just call information. His father has pancreatic and liver cancer and was sent home to die. He
had chemo and the cancer increased and he got sicker. He took Aloe Vera for 30 days and the tumor still
increased. As he got sicker, his appetite got worse and he lost more weight. He is now eating just the seeds
every day and he has gained back his weight because his appetite returned. He is due for a CAT scan soon.
He is still tired through the day.
Note. Please remember to eat foods with B17 so you never have to deal with cancer.
NOV 22
I think it's possible that a combination of radiation and the Vitamin B17 completely disintegrates a tumor. This
had happened with a few people already where the doctors said that the radiation was only supposed to
shrink it a little. Report today that Jason McNally's Call for phone #. Tumor on his face is completely gone
after less than three weeks (taking Vitamin B17, seeds and 2 radiation treatments). He originally had lung
cancer and no CAT scan has been taken that I am aware showing his lung condition. He feels normal and
drives a cab all day.
11/25
Tabatha Dicus has just had a CAT scan and nodules in her lung were found. They were biopsied as cancer.
She's been through massive chemo and radiation for years and had already started the seeds and vitamin
about 5 months ago. For the last few months she's only been taking small amounts of the b17.. I believe that
if your body already had cancer and you've been through chemo you need higher maintenance dosages
after the first two months of high doses. She's started up again. (update 4/6/98 she's doing fine just started a
home business)
Sandy Williams reported today that her skin cancer grew back after she stopped eating the seeds. When
she originally took the seeds a couple of months ago the skin cancer went away, (In approx. a week or two)
although after she stopped, it came back. She will now start the seeds again and take some before and after
pictures to share. We need all of the pictures, reports, records and prayer we can get. An FDA agent
was at my house last week for two hours as I gave him the info he wanted.
Ralph Elners with pancreatic cancer and skin cancer has been taking B17 for a month. Today he reported
that the silver dollar spots on his arm have completely disappeared. He was diagnosed May 2nd and was
given 90 days to live.
Update. Ralph Elners passed away in April of 1998. He passed away from diabetic comas. His Cancer
blood count was going down every month as well as his need for insulin. His doctors have never heard of
someone not needing insulin as the years go on, so it didn't occur to them to cut the amount. Ralph
would've lived on normally because he was getting better every day. So much so, that he didn't need
anywhere near as much insulin as they were giving him. For a family members phone # please call us.
Dale Curetone's dad had esophagus and liver cancer. He's been taking chemo and B17. Reported today
that there is no trace left of the esophagus cancer. The liver cancer has shrunk as well. He had 6 months to
live.

It seems that the combination of chemo and B17 work well together. I've been a strong advocate
against chemo but I'm starting to think that small amounts may be appropriate in isolated situations.
Continuous sessions of chemo therapy will cause the break down of organ and circulation function
allowing for metastisis.
Update 5/9/98 Mr. Curetone's count is now 233 and the tumors are gone except for small scar tissue on the
side of his liver. He eats the seeds religiously and has the B17 500mg tablets.
12/8
Phyllis McMahan called yesterday and said that the cancer and sore on her nipple hasn't changed. She's
been taking the 500mg tablets for a few weeks. She said that the hardness at the side of the breast has
softened. This was also cancer. I told her that she had to eat the seeds. She ate two while I was on the
phone with her and had already taken two of the 500mg tablets a couple of hours earlier. She said that within
45min she was disoriented to the point that she didn't know what street she was on when she was driving.
She was sick for a couple of hours. I told her to stop the vitamin and eat only the seeds. The seeds were
reacting strongly with something in her body. Whatever it was reacting with was bad as the seeds had to be
understood to be the good. This has happened before and is due to a drop in blood pressure, causing
dizziness. (It can also be due to dead cancer and other toxins killed off by the B17. As they run through the
blood looking for an exit...bowel of urine...they can cause some sickness.) Remember how sick people get
from undergoing chemotherapy. Many have stopped the B17 because of a little nausea...just lessen the
dose for a couple of days.
Gary explained today that since he started taking the B17 in the morning his coffee doesn't give him the
jitters and the "cobwebs" from waking up aren't there anymore. He is only taking B17 for prevention and says
that he feels oddly healthier and more alert since he started...call for his phone #.
Warren Tetting has been eating the seeds and his skin cancer has finally stopped growing back. He has
had operations on his head where they have tried to take the small cancer out by digging down to his skull,
but it has always grown back. Much of his family has died from cancer. If you would like to write him, his
address is: 1063 W. 7th St.. Saint Paul, MN. 55102.
It will be interesting to see if Phyllis McMahan's nipple cancer goes away with just the seeds. Some people
react better with the seeds alone; some with the vitamin and some with both.
12/14
I talked to Warren Tetting and he said that after one day of cutting back on the seeds his skin cancer has
begun to grow again. I was surprised and now see this as a deep rooted cancer. He had been eating about 5
seeds per hour and then stopped. I think he had to do the therapy for at least a month before cutting back.
He's starting again. Normally 10 a day successfully hold back skin cancers.
12/16
Patricia Ritter called three weeks ago and said that she had a skin melanoma the size of a quarter. I told
her to take pictures because in less than a couple of weeks it would be mostly gone if she eats the seeds.
Today I talked with her and it has went down more then 50% in size. She should saturate her body even
more now. If you would like to know the progress of her condition write her. Her mailing address is 5875
Knight Rd. Kingsley, MI 49649.
Talked to Russ Weisenberg today. His entire biceps, bone and triceps is being eaten up with cancer. He has
been in horrible pain. He told me today that the pain is gone except for when he stops eating the seeds for a
day or two. He thinks that it's getting bigger still. This is strange but he's watching it carefully. At least the
pain is completely gone. His tumor is rock hard...like Norman Berg's wife's breast tumor that didn't react too
much. (by react I mean in size.
1/12/98
Spoke to George Robinson this weekend and his father who was terminal with lung cancer just got checked
up after doing both chemo and the b17. His cancer has shrunk down over 75% and the doctors are at a loss
of words. They say that it looks as if he's going to be fine. He needs to stop the chemo now or it will kill him.
810-502-5055.

1/24/
Patricia Ritter's skin melanoma on her arm had incurred some strange reactions. After the melanoma
shrunk down from the size of a quarter to the size of a pea it stayed the size of a pea for a couple of
days...she kept eating the seeds and then the pea size tumor looked like it was opening up and caused her
whole arm to swell up. After about a week, the swelling went down and now even the pea size tumor is
gone...her phone # is above.
John Yeber had the cancer in the jaw with incredible pain...he started the seeds and the b17 and the pain
went away...he stopped the b17 and the pain came back...he started the b17 again and in a couple of days
the pain went away again. 305-580-5471
update: John Yeber is doing fine.
Spoke to Ralph Elners (Mentioned on nov.21) Has liver and pancreas cancer and was sent home to die
months ago. He's feeling fine and has been eating the seeds every day...his appetite is good and he still has
to get the scan.
Toby Cedarbaum (mentioned 11/17) she now has absolutely no pain in her breast and the tumors are
completely gone...except for some small calcium deposits. Her phone # is above at 11/17.
1/29/98
Today I have had more success phone calls than a hospital gets in a year...Joseph Allen has been suffering
from cancer since the 70's. He has recently been tested with high counts in his blood indicating cancer. A
mole (most likely cancerous) has begun to grow out of control for a month now. Immediately this mole has
gone away....within a week or so of being on the b17. 713-473-4956
Barb Cressman's husband had non Hotchkins Lymphoma and as a result he had cancer in the lining of his
stomach...he started the b17 and seeds was just retested and 100% of the cancer cells are gone...he had an
actual biopsy of the stomach. Her address is box 234 crown Saskatchewan Canada.
Jerry Butler's father was given a few weeks to live back in Sept. He has liver and pancreatic cancer...I
spoke to him today and he told me that his father started taking the seeds back in Sept. and immediately his
appetite came back and I think he said that he gained weight. It's 5 months later and his father is fine. More
energy, we're waiting for another scan.
Gino Cosentino called today to report about his aunt who had breast cancer that metastasized to her ribs
and all throughout her liver. Her cancer had been constantly growing. She started the b17 and in two weeks
her scan showed that it had stopped growing. (It probably stopped the day she started the b17) Today is two
months and her scan has showed that the cancer in the ribs is completely gone and the cancer in the liver is
over half gone...she has been taking chemo all along as well as grape seed, vitamin e, Essiac and
immunical.. Chemo doesn't make cancer just go away, it might shrink it for a little while...Gino's phone # is
...He will tell you the story and give you his aunt's phone if needed She has been taking about 2000 mg of
b17 per day and not many seeds..
Iras Straus son who was mentioned at the beginning of this journal is 100% better.
Feb 14. Lilian Morales has been treating two people. One lady has had bone cancer and tumors all along her
spine for five years now. Her skin on her back is like chicken skin due to radiation burn...her name is Maria
Gonzales and she hasn't been able to drive for the last five years because of the pain...she has been in and
out of chemo and radiation with no real difference in the pain or tumor sizes. She started the b17 and seeds
a few months ago and the tumors have shrunk down and she is now driving again for the first time in five
years... she claims she is doing 200% better...she has still been taking some chemo.
Lilian Morales' other patient, Angelita Corrales has diabetes and Ovarian Cancer. She started the seeds
back in Sept. She has just done the seeds and no chemo or vitamin b17. She had had a biopsy that showed
ovarian cancer...She just had another test and the cancer is not there anymore...this is a common case,,, I
have seen nothing but complete cancer disappearance in cervical and ovarian...I have not yet seen the b17
not work (excuse the grammar). Lilian Morales phone # is 915-821-5860

If people would just put a few seeds in their diet from a young age...even 20 yr. old or so...they would never
get cancer. Dr. Krebs knew this as well as many other top biochemist...they just stopped trying to tell others
and gave the seeds to their family and those they loved and I guess just didn't have the energy anymore to
go on trying to tell the world....The Internet is so east and inexpensive to get the word out...I don't need 10
million dollars to advertise my add on the cover of time magazine as the drug companies do to advertise the
new prescription drug that they just got approved..
This week the stories that I remember are...Lee Nhan 514-639-6618, his address is3180 SHERBROOKE,
Lachine Quebec, h8s4g8. His Father, who he loves dearly has pancreas cancer to the point that he can't lay
on his left side and if you touch his there (at his pancreas, on his left side near his low ribs) he has incredible
pain) the pain is unbearable. Lee Nhan (the son) ordered the injectable b17 which is supposed to be the
most potent...he ordered on a Saturday and by Saturday night he called me to cancel the order because he
had booked a plane ticket to come and pick it up on Sunday and return right back home. Boy was he
serious.. I had already sent it out to Canada by Express mail so I told him to cancer his flight....that was two
weeks ago...he just called me two days ago to order again...his father has no more pain near his pancreas
and is feeling much better. (passed away)
I've been writing this journal and my name is Jason Vale, I've also had a 100% death rate and am perfectly
fine now. I didn't have access to apricot seeds of the vitamin b17 (Amygdalin) back then...I just went to the
store and bought cases of peaches and broke open the pits and ate the seeds out...supposedly if you're
older it helps to have the b17 also because your body needs more help in the fight then a younger person.
If you want to see who I am, I was just told that I'm pictured at the web site www.armwrestling.com. I'm at the
link entitled "Workout of the century" click here to go directly there www.armwrestling.com/workstory.html No
big deal but I thought you might want to know there are real people behind this web site. I flew down to
Mexico (guess why?) and stopped at San Diego to practice arm wrestling with some of the other world
champions.
Bart Bartholomew had small cell cancer in his lung and was given about 6 months to live with the
chemo...this was about 4 months ago...he started the b17 and the seeds and also the chemo...The cancer
has shrunk greatly. the doctors of course don't understand what's going on....they think they're so successful
they're going to give him full doses of radiation. ...I can't convince him to stop the radiation and that the
remaining tissue is just scar tissue...radiation can only hurt him now...His phone is 1-561-286-6115.
Mr. Polyshawn passed away a couple of weeks ago...although he felt much better with the b17 he had
already been through many bouts with chemo and radiation and started the seeds and b17 at the very end.
Mr. Polyshawn was mentioned earlier.
2/28/98
Update on Lee Nhan's father. Lee' father was the one mentioned about 5 stories ago who had incredible
pain because of his pancreas cancer. He started the B17 when he was at his end and it stopped his pain
completely. It was found though, that Mr. Nhan had internal bleeding of the pancreas because of the blood in
his stool and his blood pressure that was getting lower every day. Mr. Nahn just passed away but if you'd like
you can call. Lee Nhan has called me to inform me of this and that his father passed away in peace and pain
free. He tells me it was a complete blessing, he was injecting with the injectable. Although it was too late to
save his life it did completely stop the pain in a few days that had been ongoing. His number is 514-6396618.
This week Cecilia Owens called to order more seeds and she just happened to mention that her breast
cancer tumor has shrunk down about 20% since she started. Remember: A tumor is only a certain percent
cancer. It can be 10% cancer and 90 percent benign...so when it shrinks 10 or 20 percent due to the seeds,
what is probably left is benign tissue which a person can live with for the rest of their life of just have it
removed. Her phone # is 606-371-1952.
Jeff Lay who has Hotchkins started the seeds and b17. In a couple of days he says he feels better than he
ever has. He claims that for the first time in years he's able to do a couple of miles on the tread mill.

Steve Stack called this week to order more. He has had eight operations on his eye cancer in the last 2
years. He has had them just a couple to a few months apart with the same cancer growing back worse each
time. He started the seeds about 7 months ago and in a couple of months he called to report that it hadn't
grown back. Now seven months later he called again to report the same story that the cancer hasn't grown
back. His phone # is 630-897-4812.
Franklyn Pelfrey had two operations when CEA count was 5.8. The CEA count show active cancer and
above 3 is where it means a person might have cancer. (I am not sure of the exact number indicator that
marks possible cancer.) Franklyn Pelfrey had two operations, one on his lung and one on his colon and his
reading was 5.8 before he started b17. He has been on the b17 for some months now and just got his CEA
test. It is now down to 3.5.CALL FOR HIS PHONE #
Here is a man who has been drinking and smoking for years and went to the doctor because he always
woke up with red irritated eyes.. He read the info at the site and went to the store and bought apricots and
broke them open and ate them. He doesn't wake up with bloodshot irritated eyes anymore and now ordered
seeds from us...because our seeds are 12.95 for about 850 seeds. 850 apricots would cost a lot more and
make a big mess. I can't believe that any hospital in the world has 5 success stories per week...and these
are only the ones that feel like calling back to thank us. These are just the tip of the ice berg I'm sure. His
phone # is 716-284-6304 and his name is Douglas Knack
Mr. Rojas has colon cancer and it has spread to the back to the point that he is paralyzed and taking
morphine every day for the pain. He started the seeds and b17 last week and as of my last phone call to the
Rojas family....about 5pm eastern on Feb 28th...He is completely off of the morphine in just one week. .
When the pain disappears like this it is most likely because the cancer has stopped eating into nearby tissue
and is receding.
Here's a good one. Charles Daily had intestinal cancer and was operated on in 1996. They couldn't get all of
the intestinal tumors out, so they just closed him up and gave him some chemo. The tumors were still there
as of Sept. 1997. Charles called me and ordered the seeds and the vitamin B17 and in two months the cat
scans showed absolutely no cancer tumors left in the intestines. Charles just called me up this week to order
b17. He told me that he had stopped eating the seeds for the most part and was only taking the vitamin once
in a while. A new tumor has now grown back above his intestines. I told him that he cannot stop eating the
seeds ever. If you get dehydrated and then drink water to get better...guess what happens when you stop
drinking water again. You get sick again. Maybe he thought it was magic that the cancer went away.
Anyway, he's back on the seeds and b17.
This is a mistake on the name. It was not Charles Daily. I got him mixed up with another call and I will search
the correct name.
The name is Charles Tate and his address is 45 Robin Road, Okay, OK 74446. Call info for his # or write him
03/18/98
Now results are coming in
After months of giving the therapy to others we have our first results on bone cancer combined with
chemotherapy. Chemotherapy alone might slow bone cancer down but in the end it cannot stop it. Sally
Barnette has been taking the seeds and the B17 and took some chemo. She had bone cancer about 4
months ago. Her latest scan showed no bone cancer at all. Her address is 70 LOWER AIRPORT RD,
LUMBERTON Mississippi. Call info for her phone #.
Gary Tilson has been giving the b17 to his friend Jay Mcnally who has a tumor on his head the size of an
egg. After a couple of months of giving the B17 to him the tumor has completely gone away. he stopped
taking the b17 and something is growing on his back. Gary his friend just ordered more for him. Jay
Mcnally's address is 23 Oakview rd. Sandy Hook Ct.
Billy Zombrewski, Here is a typical story. Billy and his wife have been taking the b17 and the seeds. Now
they are just taking the seeds. 1) Both Billy and his wife have moles that have fallen off which they've had for
years. Billy used to have back pain and body aches for years that have all seem to gone away. Billy tossed

and turned for 20 years as he slept and now his wife claims that he no longer does that. Billy says that he
went to sleep the other night and actually woke up in the same position. (Woke up the next morning in the
same position not 5 minutes later...haha) Who knows what was growing and going on in their bodies. These
are just stories I get when I happen to ask someone who is reordering about their conditions....in other words
these are the tip of the ice berg we will have in the future more organized studies and support groups. Billy's
address is 9823 KINDLE TREE CIRCLE, Houston TX.77040.
Mr. Pavlov, Had intestinal cancer to the point that they opened him up to operate and then just shut him up
again because the cancer was too far gone. They gave him chemo in hopes to shrink it some so that they
could go in and operate at a later date. The day he started the chemo he started eating 5 seeds per hour
religiously. Two months later they opened him up again to try to get the infesting cancer out. They closed
him up and the report said "no recurring tumor" Do you see....the report said no recurring tumor and the
cancer was never taken out in the first place.. I have this oncology report in my files and read it myself. Mr.
Pavlov's phone # is 718-497-1897 His intestinal cancer is no more. Mr. Pavlov is from Croacia.
We have just had results from someone with brain cancer and they have experience 33% reduction
according to their most recent brain scan. The doctor is taking extensive notes about the seeds that Mr.
Hebert is taking because he's never seen anything like this. The tumor part that is left in the brain is most
probably scar tissue according to the doctor. This goes with everyone when it comes to detecting if a tumor
is scar tissue or real live tumor. THE MRI CANNON TELL THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TUMOR, DEAD
TUMOR AND SCAR TISSUE. Anyway Mr. Hebert's address is 2 King Arthur, Boxford, Mass. 01921 and his
phone # is 1-978-887-0153. Please only call him if you have a similar cancer.
This letter was receive today...by Lee Tessina
I'm glad to see that someone has finally gotten this information onto the
web. In 1980, at age 40, I was diagnosed with Hodgkin's, nodular sclerosis)
stage one...After 4 months of staging, during which I did NOT allow any invasive
surgery, other than a small biopsy on my neck at the site of a swollen Lymph gland, and a Bone Marrow test
(very painful), I declined the offer of Chemotherapy, declined the offer of Radiation, and instead used B-17,
both by injection
of Laetrile, and by Apricot kernels. I also changed my diet, and started
taking MEGA doses of certain Vitamins and Minerals prescribed by a Nutrionist. In 1990. I was told I was
"cancer free" by the same Doctor that originally
diagnosed me.
I have had no further problems with cancer...
.Lee Tessina
KLROY@aol.com
03/22/98
Robert Defillipo had Hotchkins disease. He had stage four (which is the worst) Stage one is when it's above
the diaphragm in one area. Stage two is when the cancer is above the diaphragm in two areas...stage three
is when it's above and below the diaphragm and stage 4 Hotchkins is when the cancer is above and below
and in vital organs. Chris had stage 4. He got chemo and on his own did some vitamin C drips and the
cancer stopped supposedly...In 6 months he was diagnosed again. This time he got his tonsils out. ( Which
had also given him problems when he was younger, causing him to take a lot of antibiotics.. Chris had large
cancer tumors on his neck in the gland...At age 24 Chris is just like me.. He came to my house and bought
the injectables and injected his own body....The tumors when down immediately and now he's fine...call him
his # is Robert DeFilippo 973-993-5120. He eats the seeds and takes the b17 tablets now....
Ovarian cancer in Malaysia has gone down 80% in two weeks of being on the b17...I can't get the whole
story because of the language barrier but if you're Chinese call this # and get the story...011 604 593 6702.
The name is GEAK BOOI HNG, and they are from NIBONG TEBAL in Penang
We get many stories of ovarian cancer and cervical cancer simply disappearing. don't be amazed.

4/4/98
Judy Reesh has a dog that had a cancerous tumor in it's mouth. She crushed up seeds and put them in the
dog's food for a while and the tumor went away....actually there's still a little lump but that's most definitely
scar tissue and benign tumor...However, it shrunk down at least 90%. Call for her phone #.
I am hearing cases of people with liver and pancreas cancer who are taking the seeds and the cancer is
shrinking all the way down to about 10 or 20 percent of what it was originally. At this point some people are
under the wrong impression. They feel that the tumor is supposed to go away 100% and therefore go ahead
with massive chemo.. Good does not happen when they do this.
Sandy Pecorino's father had a tumor in the lung and the doctors wanted to perform a biopsy. He is 72 and
decided against biopsy and radiation and chemotherapy. The tumor was causing bad pain. Mr. Pecorino
did what everybody should do (avoid the biopsies rad). He had pain and was profusely coughing. He just
started with the B17 and the seeds and the pain and coughing has gone completely away. The last scan
showed that there was still a tumor in the lung about 1 and a half centimeters. It seems as if it hasn't
shrunk. Remember, many cancer tumors are only 5 or 10 percent cancer. In these cases, when the B17
kills the cancer the tumor is only going to shrink 5% which is undetectable by scans and x-rays. If Mr.
Pecorino got a biopsy, aggravated the tumor, and then got the chemo and radiation, we would not be able to
tell you that he is now fine with no pain and living on happily. Sandy Pecorino's address is 4 Cherry street,
Selden, N.Y. 11784. Call Christian Brothers for her phone or just call information. We can't put the phone
#'s right on the page anymore. This is so that only those that are serious will call and not just any Doubting
Thomas.
John Yeber just reordered. He went back for another scan and everything is normal and stable. (update)
4/6/98
Here is an ideal story...Jerry Nimmo was tested about a year ago in a routine scan and nothing was there.
About 6 months later, for some reason, he got another scan which showed a large tumor. Obviously it was a
fast growing tumor by the 6 month growth spurt. Instead of panicking he just started the Vitamin B17 and the
seeds. Cancerous tumors, as mentioned before are only a small percent cancer and the rest is benign.
When the cancer part of a tumor dies the tumor only shrinks that amount that the tumor was cancerous...If
the tumor was 10% cancer, it will only shrink 10%. This is not true all the time. It can shrink down more
depending on the make up of the benign cells of the tumor. Mr. Nimmo just received another scan and he
thinks it's a little smaller. Remember that the tumor was a fast growing tumor and all of a sudden it has
stopped growing. (Call for his phone)
(Update) George Robinson, mentioned earlier has just been diagnosed as cancer free after been given only
months to live last year. His son has been ordering the seeds and the B17 for him for the last year. (actually
about 9 months. Amen His address and phone are above in the journal.
Ruth Helm is another that did the right thing. She was diagnosed with breast cancer and started the seeds
right away... She called today and told me how her breast cancer shrunk down all the way with the seeds but
was still on schedule for chemo. She received one session of chemo and the doctor couldn't in good
conscience continue with the chemo...(not all doctors will do this) He told her she was cancer free... She
now continues with the seeds as every human should...phone# is 1-724-495-2195.
Joyce Brown's husband has been through a lot of chemo and radiation for his pancreas cancer. His cancer
has shrunk some with the B17 and the seeds but he's still very sick from all of the organ damage. Joyce was
eating the seeds and her 1/4 inch mole has shrunk right down to a pinhead. Call for her phone #.
Judy Reech was mentioned before. This time she had a dream that her dog had cancer. She took her dog
to the vet and he found a cancerous tumor in the dogs mouth. Judy crushed the apricot seeds in the dogs
food and in a couple of weeks the tumor went all the way down except for some small scar tissue in the dogs
mouth. Judy's phone # is 315-724-7337.

Dr. Shroeder's dog had cancer and he gave the dog the B17 or the vitamin...I didn't get the full story but I do
know that his dog no longer has cancer. He is a dentist and if you would like his phone # call us at the office
and we'll give it to you.
Last week a man was ordering 4 pounds of seeds and I asked him how it was going. He said that he was
ordering for his girlfriend and that she had been diagnosed with cervical cancer in Dec. She was eating
about 10 seeds per day and her last test showed that she had the equivalent of a virus...In other words the
cancer was gone and her cervix is going through it's last stages of complete healing...I've said before that
cervical is one of the most responsive cancers and is easy to test without evasive surgery...(pap smears) He
has to ask his girlfriend if it's okay to put their phone # and info on the internet. (this gets me a little upset
when people get better, don't call us and won't even put themselves in our support group. (I'll get his
permission)
Benita MaKowen's Husband had bladder cancer that metastasized to the prostate, lymph and groin area.
They operated and closed him up because it was too far gone.. Benita called me a million times. (which is
good as long as she calls 718-264-2325 and not the 800 #. haha (She ordered the injectables, the seeds
and the Vitamin B17 500 mg. Her husband has been on the therapy for about two months and last Friday
went in for follow up tests. There is no sign of cancer in his body. Her phone # is 505-982-6154. Call for
the address if you would like to write.
Peter Triggani also called me many times. He had mouth and lung cancer. Originally he was scheduled for
an operation in his mouth that would reconstruct and ruin his face by ripping out parts and replacing face
muscle with leg muscle. On his own he took shark cartilage and the tumors temporarily went down. Then he
was diagnosed with lung cancer as the tumors in his mouth also came back. This was in October of 1997.
He called me and ordered the B17 and the seeds then mentioned that he was going to get an open lung
biopsy. I told him if he did he'd probably be dead in a year. I only say this because this is what I see among
the thousands that I speak with and follow. Open biopsies do not heal correctly and strain the body while
trying to heal.. He took the B17 and the seeds and the tumors are gone in his mouth and have stayed gone.
He is going in for a lung scan on a week or two. He should expect the tumors to just shrink some and not to
totally disappear for reasons mentioned earlier in this journal. His phone # is 201-385-9732. His address is
94 SCHRAALENBURGH W. APT. 27, N.J.07628.
Fred Sayer's mother had pancreas cancer and has been on the seeds for about 5 months. Back in October
of 1997 the doctors just said that nothing would be effective. It's now April and he says that his mother has
gained back weight and feels fine. She will be getting a scan soon.
Jay Lee was diagnosed with liver cancer and had colon cancer four years ago. His liver function was up to
14 (this is bad.) He was given no chance and is only 60. He tried two sessions of chemo and I believe has
stopped since. He started the seeds and vitamin B17 about 5 months ago and has just had another test.
His liver function is 4 (normal) and they say that all tests are normal. He gained back 9 pounds and goes to
work every day. He has been taking the B17 and the seeds still (like you're supposed to) and also about 3
to 4 fresh pineapples per week. This is the best combination I believe. Jay's wife is Pauline and will be
happy to talk to anyone else who has liver cancer. Her address is 1573 SPRINGFIELD AVE, N.J. 07974
I'm getting many stories that I'm not getting a chance to record...pray that we receive the right help.
This was a recent letter:
Jason,
My father is Jason Winters, in 1977 he had terminal cancer (Squamish cell Carcinoma don't quote me on the
spelling). He had 52 shots of chemo and a 6 hour biopsy , the tumor was wrapped around his carotid artery.
He told them that he did not want them to operate and went out to find another way getting better. He tried
Apricot pits Laetrile and herbs. It was the combination of herbs which consisted of Red Clover, Chapparel
and Herbaline that finally did it for him. The tumor that was the size of a grapefruit went done to nothing and
disappeared. The very same doctor that wanted to operate said that he had misdiagnosed and that he never
had Cancer in the first place.
I can send you a book if you would like, my father is a advocate of B17 and laetrile.

Let me know if you want more information.
C. R. Winters.
4/17/98
Today a man Tony Johnson called who has small cell lung cancer and has been coughing up blood for
months. He was on some chemo and as of 11 days ago the chemo made his blood count go down to 3
(hemoglobin) and 33 for the white blood cells. He was almost crying on the phone when he called today to
order more b17 as he told me that his coughing up blood stopped and his blood count went up to 9 (hem)
and 900 (white blood cells) in ten days. He was taking 6 of the b17 500 mg per day and only some seeds.
His phone number is 813-8666973.
4/25/98
This week Ed Phillips who has prostate cancer called to report that his P.S.A. reading went down from 8.6 to
1.9 in 20 days of just eating the apricot seeds. (about 30 seeds per day.) His phone # is 1-757-396-7194. Of
course he'll be fine.
Again, Colon cancer always goes away.
Edward Rudolph had colon and lung cancer and prostate cancer. He started the vitamin B17 (500 mg.
tablets) and the seeds about a month ago. He was in pain in his lungs and his colon. There was a tumor in
his lower intestinal area that was the size of an egg which could be felt. The tumor, in 30 days is now hardly
detectable and the pain is no more. Call for his phone # or e-mail him . His e-mail address is
earjlm@earthlink.com
letter
My sister had stage 4 NH Lymphoma, present in her chest wall and bone marrow. She has had 5 CHOP
chemo treatments and has been on the modified Gerson program and 1500mg Laetrile per day for several
months. She just was rediagnosed with complete remission!!! Thank You Max Gerson and Laetrile!
Basil2222@AOL.COM
letter
Hi all, I came across this site about six months ago. I read through this entire site and I was totally amazed. It
made sense to me the first time I read it. I then ordered the book the tape and the sample and I have been
telling everyone I know since then. The tape is very informative and the book goes even further into depth
about the politics of cancer. Although I did not have cancer and didn't know anyone at the time who did I did
lose my cousin who was 24 and many others in the past. Living on Long Island, I have also had the statistics
of 1 out of 9 women getting breast cancer. I did have a small lump though, in my groin area for a couple of
years and the Dr.s had no idea what it was. If it were serious, I would hate to have thought what would have
happened. WE are responsible for ourselves. Don't put any faith in Drs. They are human. Put your faith in
God and trust the Holy Spirit when you are shown things that are true. Anyway after eating the samples the
lump was gone!! I didn't even expect that. I was just checking out the goods :-) I just noticed it wasn't there
anymore. I didn't even need the proof before that happened, I was already convinced, but after that, now I
have something to tell people I know. I've had the privilege to speak with Jason who is a cancer survivor and
has dedicated his life to helping others. He is truly a living testimony and a wonderful person. I would like to
thank him for his dedication and pray that God continues to Bless Him and his coworkers for doing such a
wonderful thing for others. Sincerely, Gail Garabedian Edward
letter
Here is my story on how I was able to put my cancer into remission.

On December 20, 1997 I noticed some blood in my urine. On 12/22/97 I went to the Hospital Emergency
Room and there was nothing life threatening so they said to go to my urologist for further follow up. On
January 8, 1998 I went to my urologist who did a visual examination and noted inflammation of the bladder
and enlarged prostrate glands. He then scheduled me for an operation to correct the glands etc. and upon
performing the operation took several biopsies of the areas. These biopsies all turned out to be malignant.
Another operation was scheduled in which the bladder was to be reconstructed and the prostrate glands
operated on. However upon opening me up and examining the lymph nodes it was determined they also
were malignant with cancer, so they just proceeded to sew me back up again.
Upon presentation to the Tumor Board of my situation they initially said since I was a 67 year old person that
no effective treatment was recommended. However my urologist said we are looking at a 67 year old person
with a biological age of 55. It was then recommended that I receive Chemotherapy and Radiation treatments.
Prior to my first Chemotherapy treatment I contacted a health nutritionist for a program to help in forestalling
problems which would arise out of taking the Chemotherapy treatments.
On March 6, 1998 I started taking the Laetrile pills and eating the Apricot Pits. I have taken 6 of the 500 mg
pills each day since and eaten15 to 25 pits each day. In addition I have been taking up to 8 drops of a Herbal
concoction which is also not recognized but said to be very effective.
My first chemotherapy was on 2/20/98 and second on 3/20/98. I had very few side effects other than being
tired from the treatments.
On April 8, 1998 I had a Bone Scan and a Cat Scan with the results being that there were not visible signs of
any tumors left. On April 17, 1998 I had a Cystoscopy with 7 biopsies being taken. The result was that 6 of
these were free of cancer. The 7th showed some cancer cells even though no tumor appeared visible.
At the present time I do not plan to take any more Chemotherapy treatments but to continue the Laetrile
dosages for another month along with the herbal drops.
Merle Merlewho@aol.com
letter
this was a letter to a friend of mine about us.
Dear Gene,
I wanted to send you this note for two reasons; one to thank you for putting me on to Christian Bros. and the
other to give hope to your uncle.
As you know, my father was diagnosed with lung cancer that spread to his lymph glands. At the onset, he
had two or more cancerous tumors on his throat the size of oranges. The prognosis was grim. His personal
doctor told him to get his things in order and to accept the inevitable; that he had at the most 6 or 7 months
left.
He then went to a cancer specialist who basically told him and me the same thing. But he said there was a
chance that he could extend his life a year or so if he had Chemo. Then along came Gene. I am not one to
try off-the-wall remedies, especially something that has had such bad press as Laetrile, but you seemed so
sure that it had helped you uncle, that I gave it a try.
I gave my dad 2 pills per day of 500mg ea., plus 10-12 seeds chopped and place in a drink, given twice a
day. During the next three month he kept up this regime. He also had 6 sessions of Chemo, plus two of
radiation. Four months later he has been classed as a miracle case. The doctors are amazed and so is
everyone else. Of course, they (the doctors) didn't give the vitamins any credit, but I think the following
contributed to his recovery.

He took the B17 as well as the seeds religiously. He ate a lot of protein and vegetables; he quit smoking
and he had a very positive outlook. The family rallied around him a gave him a lot of moral support. He had
various church groups praying for him. All this I feel, contributed to his remission. There is a small amount
of scar tissue that remains to be checked, but up until now, he has gained about 10-12 pounds and has full
color and most of his strength back. He is active and excited about life. While this was not a scientific
experiment, and it is difficult to give credit to any on specific area, the doctors basically threw up their hands
and said, "well, let's try this to extent your life a bit." I feel the B-17 and the seeds did the wonders; they
were a direct cause and effect. I highly suggest that anyone with similar cancer problems try the vitamins
and seeds without fail and as instructed by Christian Bros. The results are real. This is something that
happened to someone I know. I saw the result; this is not hear-say.
Gene, regardless of the ultimate outcome, be it months or years from now, I will always be indebted to you
and Christian Brothers for giving my dad and our family hope and more quality time that anyone else
offered. I really believe the results would have been different; that my dad should have suffered and
ultimately would have succumbed to the disease. Words can not express my thanks..... but thank you. Small
words for such great debt.
Your friend,
George Robinson
3930.)

(His address is P.O. box 1778 Mcallen TX 78505 and his phone # is 1-956-380-

If you are reading this journal now and know someone with cancer...the chances are they will never take the
time to read all this proof. They are too bogged down with their problem and will find it hard to listen to you,
or probably won't believe you....Get the video tape...it explains everything in 55 minutes. It's the easiest way
to quickly teach someone about apricot seeds and the b17 found inside of them. Just buy the tape...if you
can't afford it I'll give it to you for 5$.
May 1st, 1998
This week I've had many success stories. Lorraine Thornton had dealt with us when we first started. She
couldn't breath and had cancer throughout her lungs. I thought of her the other day and two days later she
called. She's fine and feels perfect and thinks all the tumors are gone. She's only been taking the 500mg
but I reminded her to eat her seeds again. Her phone # is 407-295-1306.
Today I received word that Agatha Ascar was returning a bottle of B17 because her doctor told her that they
won't give her husband anymore chemo if he's on the b17. ( HE had liver cancer and colon cancer.) I called
her right away. After talking to her for about a 1/2 hour, it turns out that he was on the b17 and chemo as
well as his blood pressure medication. After about a month he came he came home from work feeling cold
and could hardly stand up. She brought him to the hospital and it turned out that his blood pressure was
very low. The doctor then told her to take him off of the b17. (Big mistake) B17 lowers the blood pressure
naturally. The doctor should've taken him off of his blood pressure medication, realizing that maybe his
blood pressure would be normal if he were just left without. To top it off there is no more cancer in the liver.
The doctors said that the tumor that was in the liver is not there anymore. He's now back on chemo. I
warned her that she is going up the wrong road and she immediately told me of the many stories where in
her own life she sees that these doctors around her husband are not the right thing. I told her to stay in
prayer and to trust those feelings because it's very easy to make a wrong decision that will end a person's
life. She also said how that originally the doctor said to take the B17 and then after he talked with other
doctors he changed his mind a month later. (The other doctors probably told her doctor that he could get his
license taken away if he prescribes something other that chemo, radiation or operation.)
5/8/98
Joseph Allen who was mentioned earlier had prostate cancer and a melanoma on his chest. The melanoma
is gone and he urinates regularly now. He had advanced cancer and is fine now. His phone number is
earlier in the journal.

Terry Douglas had cancer in the jaw and the doctors have already ripped his mouth apart as the cancer
continued and pain increased. He went on the injectables for three days and the pain has gone away 80%.
In other words the cancer has stopped. Call for his phone #.
Henrieta's 14 year old dog has cancer all around his heart and a tumor on his head. The dog could hardly
breath as it panted all day for air. The vet said in one week the dog will be gone. She gave her dog 6 seeds
per day and in two weeks she called me nervous that her dog had diarrhea. Then she just happened to
mention that the tumor on the head completely fell off and he's breathing normal now. I told her not worry
about the diarrhea. (good advice aay) The dogs bowel system is probably restraightening out. (is that a
word.) Her phone # is
Mrs. Rankin has cancer in her spine and was brought in the hospital to get a morphine insert in her spine.
She had a violent reaction to the morphine test and vomited and convulsed for 8 hours. This caused her to
rip muscle all around her ribs and lung. She started the seeds and vitamin B17 and the pain in her spine is
strangely gone. Her ribs are still hurting from the morphine reaction. Her address is10726 SEWELL RD
union KY 41091.
Agatha Ascar's family called today and order more vitamin b17. Her husband went ahead with next chemo
treatment and was rushed to the hospital when the tumor and his colon started bleeding as well as some
other adverse reactions. As mentioned a few paragraphs above, he was getting better on the b17 but
panicked when his blood pressure got low and stopped the b17 for a month...thank the Lord the family
learned quick.
6/8/98
The last month has been busy...there are many stories, all of which will have phone # and addresses for you
to make contact and increase out support group. Some of the most recent success stories are. Daniel Ilich's
wife who started the B17 for her cervical cancer back in Sept. Daniel happen to call for a friend with lung
cancer and I asked how his wife was. He told me that the tumor went down 66% in a month as they no
longer needed chemotherapy. They had the operation anyway. (hysterectomy.)His wife's cancer was a
stage 2b and in the 30 days went to a 1b...if she just kept eating the seeds she would not have needed the
operation. I think they were too nervous and pushed by the doctors.
Dog cancer, tumor on foot in one week completely gone. I told them to (Nick and wife ) to take pictures
because it would be gone in a short time. Of course they didn't. They will write a letter and give their phone
number to help others.
Lung cancer gone in Lily Morales Father. 40 seeds per day ground up in carrot juice.
Peter Triggiani had about 6 months to live as he told his doctors at Mount Sinai Hospital in N.Y. that he was
going to take Laetrile and the source, apricot seeds. He had already had chemo and radiation and he tumor
in his lung was growing back...Now the tumor is hardly visible and he wants his doctors to come forth...His
last scan has completely puzzled his doctors.
Peggy Legion's pain went completely away and is off her blood pressure medication in 2 weeks. She has
been diagnosed with Adrenal
Abduraham had uterine cancer and was bleeding and in just a couple of days on the b17 the bleeding had
stopped...she's not sure if this is a coincidence. (maybe she should stop the b17 and see...just kidding.)
June 23, 1998
The stories are poring in and so are the orders for life's answer to cancer.
journal but I'll try.

It will be hard to keep up with the

Kenneth Bennet had a typical story. His mother had colorectal cancer, a tumor the size of a golf ball. The
put off chemo and surgery. She took the B17 and the seeds and in less then four weeks the tumor was the
size of marble. Due to the pressure from the doctors, she went ahead with the operation and no cancer was
found just a marble like block of scar tissue. After the operation, the doctors continued with their pressure

and pushed chemo and radiation as a preventative. They are receiving this now, of course, completely
unnecessarily.
Gerarld Principio has had a lump on his eye surgically removed in the past. There was another one that the
doctors didn't remove but wanted to set up another date instead. (for insurance purposes) He ate the
seeds and the lump is gone. His e-mail address is sensijjj@aol.com
Melissa Clinco called about her dog which had a cancerous tumor on his foot. Her dog Tiffany, was going to
have to have her foot amputated and was told that there would be more risk of the dog developing
metastasized cancer afterwards. I told her to take pictures because the dogs tumor was going to be gone in
just a couple of weeks. After two days I received a call that the tumor was about 25% shrunk and after two
weeks it is completely gone. Unfortunately they forgot to take the pictures. Call our office for her phone
number, I make her promise that she'll talk with people about this success.
Brandon Blinn had Basil cell cancer on his face and in just two weeks it has significantly shrunk. His phone
# is 212-655-9835. Address is 299, Riverside Drive, Apt 10 N.Y. N.Y. 10025 Of course it will be completely
scabbed over in just a couple of more weeks. Here was Brandon's letter to us so far.
"Dear Jason,
I'm not sure how long ago it was that I started eating 8-10 of these apricot seeds a day, however, I wanted to
report that this Basil cell cancer spot on my left cheek has disappeared significantly Two years ago I had a
similar growth surgically removed. As the report came back signifying deep margins, I was sent back to
have more removed. When more started to appear on my face I became alarmed. through the advice of
Karen Lawson, MD I sought out the treatment of a Homeopath. The treatment prescribed by the
Homeopath has had a positive effect in that has slowly begun to clear up. It has been an entirely different
story with these seeds however. The major spot has diminished significantly just these past few days. I will
surely let you know if and when it goes altogether.
I want to thank you for the efforts you are taking to make this material available to others. I am very
interested to know if there are any other books written by G Edward Griffin (on any subject) and would like to
talk with you about how I might help you get the word out. Thank you for your time and efforts. Brandon
Blinn.
One of my first patients (friends, people we help) that had original breast cancer and then lymphoma just got
her results back and the lymphoma is gone. She took the injectables, tablets and the pills. her information
will be here for you to call in a short time.
June 24, 1998
John Reidy has been eating the seeds for a while now. This last week his Gerbil, who has been getting
sicker and sicker, was about to die just laying near his spinning wheel. They actually took the gerbil to the
vet and the vet said he had cancer. A large walnut tumor in the stomach, which was visible. When they got
home the gave the Gerbil two seeds. The next day the gerbil was alert. They put another seed in and he
went right for it. One week later the Gerbil was back to normal health. John Reidy's e-mail address is
jridin@aol.com He just wrote me a letter which I can fax to anyone who would like, just call our office.
July 6, 1998
The stories are getting scary. Walt had a tumor the size of a golf ball in his colon, as well as skin cancer. In
just three weeks Walt Smith's colon and skin cancer are about gone. he called nearly crying on the phone
because he feels so betrayed by the doctors that would've killed him in a few years. Call our office for Walt's
phone #, he'll talk with anyone.
A friend's father accuse me of having staged success stories today. That's a laugh, yet sad. He has lung
cancer and won't even watch the video that I gave him, then said the seeds were probably infected with
something and told his son not to eat them.

Jim Sykes has skin melanoma on his back and now some in his lung. He was taking the b17 500 mg and
about 6 seeds a day for month. He said he noticed a little difference. I told him that he has cancer and need
to take about 30 seeds per day. Told him to call me back in three days because his cancer will have shrunk
dramatically. In three days his cancer shrunk 25%. Thank the Lord he also has pictures. It'll be gone in a
couple of weeks. He's been battling this for years with every type of therapy as it just slowly increased until
now. Call our office for his phone #, he'll gladly speak to anyone.
Many more stories but from now on we will only be putting the ones up when we obtain scans and doctors
reports in order to make this journal as scientific as possible.
July 17, 1998
Lisa Murray, a friend of mine for years told me she had a fibroid tumor near her ovaries and was scheduled
for surgery in two weeks. (this was three weeks ago.) The tumor was 7 cm. I told her to do what I said and if
the tumor didn't shrink down half way or more in a couple of week, would give her two hundred dollars...She
took 10 seeds per day, Noni juice and Living free herbal extract (this stuff was pushed out of the U.S. by the
F.D.A years ago and cost 200$ for a one ounce bottle. The day before her surgery she got a sonogram that
the tumor went down to 3 cm...It'll be gone in another week.. Her phone # is 718-746-5054.
In my church there is a man we call uncle Frank. He had pancreas cancer last year and started the seeds
then. He just got another scan and the tumors are about all gone. They gave a testimony in Church today
and cried, still receiving chemo he doesn't fully realize why he's getting better. Although the chemo is killing
his bone marrow and slowly poisoning him. Remember, chemo doesn't' make pancreas cancer go away, it
might stabilize it for a couple of months, afterwards coming back more fiercely.
WE will have the phone #'s and doctors reports available for the above facts as they come in throughout
1998. If you would like the phone # of a specific person just call our office.
August 13, 1998
Ward Hall has skin cancer that has been treated with chemo and radiation. During his last chemo treatment
he went into a coma twice and after stopping has permanent heart problems. (I reminded him about Ezekiel
4:9 which is God's recipe for bread. The Bible says bread is good for the heart.) The tumors on and
beneath his skin did shrink down some with the chemo even though he was given only a 5-10% chance of
survival. He has since started the b17 and the seeds as the tumors are shrinking and drying up for the first
time.
Woody with the prostate cancer has been mega dosing with the vitamin b17 as his PSA count continues to
go down the last three readings.
John Hanna's dog has a cancerous tumor in his throat which is also in his brain. It has caused his head to
lay all the way to one side, constant drooling, walks in circles, can hardly breath and can't really eat and
swallow. I told him to give his dog a certain amount of the seeds and to call me in three days. In one day he
reported that the dog was walking straight and in three days the dog is eating and breathing fine. One eye
had been closed due to the paralysis which is now opening. John has about 20 unbiopsied moles on his
body so I told him to eat the seeds so they fall off. In just a couple of days they have swelled up and are
shinny....this is what happens before they fall off. His phone # is 305-446-0053.
Wes Mickle's wife had a 5cm tumor in her cervix. She started the seeds and the vitamin b17 and in two
weeks (as of two days ago) the tumor is 2 cm. No chemo or radiation. This is common with cervical cancer
and we guarantee any woman with abnormal cells that they will be normal in less than a month
August 31st.
Lisa Murray's cyst on her ovary has shrunk even less than 3cm according to her last scan. She also takes
Noni Juice. She sells the Noni also.
Brandon Blinn who had skin melanoma's which shrunk down 50% when on the seeds has reported that he
started taking Microhydrin and the skin tumors are gone now. 212-665-9835

Michael Kane has Pseudo Lymphoma and another lymphoma which is aggressive small cell. He has
tumors on his face, back and chest. He has had over 8 operations with scars throughout his body showing
gauges made by surgical procedure. He started eating about 30 seeds per day along with three 500mg
tablets. The cancer on his face is already 50% smaller. The tumors on his chest and back have already
started to shrink also. His phone # is 718-776-0425. I told him that he'd see shrinkage in a couple of
days...as he has.
Jeff James' cat has been through radiation as the tumor continued to grow. He started the seeds/vitamin
b17 and the tumor has shrunk down in less than two weeks. Call our office for his phone #.
Angelo Pucci has had operations, chemo and now in hospice. Started the B17 and seeds and is feeling
great.
Sheryl Thirsk husband has kidney cancer and had been taking the chemo. (Chemo is known not to be
effective for r kidney cancer, I had kidney cancer myself and researched this truth.) He has been faithfully
taking the b17 and seeds for about a year. His last cat scan showed absolutely no tumor left. *chemo
doesn't do this. Call for their phone #.
Teresa DeCarlo had stage one cervical cancer. She went to a chiropractor for 3 months and each test
showed less spots. First their were 6 spots of cancer then three and now none. All from chiropractic
procedures. Now she's on the seeds.
Judy Hale sister has cancer in her nose and throat. Their are sores in her nose that bleed. She started the
b17 and the seeds and the bleeding stopped and the sores have gone down. We will update.
September 4, 1998
Louigi Auricchio...his father died from colon cancer. He had a big black and blue on his thigh for over 6
months. He was having bowel movements once every 2 days or so. I play handball with him a few times per
week so when I saw the black and blue on his leg I told him it would be gone in a week when he starts eating
the seeds. In one week it was gone. In one day the soreness was gone. He now has the normal two bowel
movements per day. (I guarantee he was on the same road as his father.)
Paul Schroader had a PSA count of 123. His prostate cancer had been spreading some. He started the
b17/apricot seeds and a few other herbs and in one month his PSA is down to 56.
Micheal Kane's cancerous face tumor continue to shrink. He stopped by today to show me. His face skin is
smoother than it ever was. It was literally baby smooth. His tumors on his chest were scabbing over and the
non cancerous tumor on his cheek has a huge white head on it now. It shrunk and now looks like it wants to
pop. He couldn't stop smiling....He had just come back from the doctor who had been telling him to get
chemo. The doctor saw the difference and said, "just keep doing what your doing"
While Michael was in my office George Ingram, who has renal kidney carcinoma called. George had asked
me what were some of the side effects of the b17 and I told him cancer dies, pain goes away and skin
cancers and moles fall off. George had mentioned that he had moles all over. George was calling to inform
me that all of his moles and skin tumors either fell off or were flattening out. The doctors have given him 6
months to live. He will be fine for years and years. He's taking the Noni Juice three 500mg tablets per day
and about 45 seeds per day, mostly ground up. George just canceled the kidney operation that he was
supposed to have. His e-mail address is Ingramhg@dmc.net E-mail him and ask for his phone # to speak
to him...or just write.
Sept. 6th
Spoke to Timothy Bowman today...He has been on the seeds along with his father for about 6 months. His
father has skin cancer all over his body. Timothy has skin cancer on his left shoulder. Timothy is a truck
driver and his left shoulder is always in the sun...Since his father has been on the seeds (about 10 per day)
his cancer has decreased dramatically...Since Timothy has been on the seeds, his cancer is 100% gone...I
told him to tell his father to take 25 per day for a while and his cancer will also be gone. Timothy's skin
cancer's were the size of a quarter...two of them which are now gone, and none left. His e-mail address is

Tim7978527@aol.com . We used to give the phone #'s out directly but too many people were calling. If you
call our office, just ask for the person's phone #.
Sept. 29th
Wes Mickle who was mentioned above demanded to stay in the room with his wife when she had the
hysterectomy. Her cervical tumor had shrunk down from 5cm to 2cm and she was still afraid so she went
ahead with the full hysterectomy. (unnecessary). The doctors told Mr. Mickle "No". Mr. Mickle said "than I'll
go to another hospital. The doctors then said..."Okay" During the hysterectomy. they took out the 2cm
tumor that was left. They agreed that it was dead and necrosified. They cut into it and Mr. Mickle said it was
like a piece of dead grizzle. Amen. she could have lived with it forever like I do with my already shrunken
kidney tumor.
David Maddan's girl friend who is a nurse had breast cancer. She took the seeds and the vitamin B17
500mg and the tumor shrunk down. She had the rest of it taken out and the doctors said it was dead flesh.
Then she was told to get four rounds of chemo to be pro-active on the cancer. She got sick and all her hair
fell out and she never went back. Never should've had it in the first place.
Renate Miller has cancer on top of her bile duct and has had high blood pressure for a good part of her life.
She started the Vitamin B17 and the apricot seeds and her blood pressure is now at 124/80 for the first time
in her life and she's feeling great.
Ward Hallman had skin cancer and had gone through chemo and radiation and it was still there. He started
the B17 and the seeds and it's all drying up and shrinking.
Betty Judd's liver cancer is clearing up.
Bruce Hamaker had Prostate cancer and a PSA of 7.34 6 weeks later it was 8.89 He then started taking 6
of the B17 500mg tablets per day and only 9 seeds. Two weeks later, it has gone down to 5.05. E-mail him
at BHHamaker@aol.com
letter;
I have had a problem with warts all over my hand for about 3 years...My name is Ray Bohanna. I own a
restaurant and I deal directly with people all the time... It really bothered me to the point I was so frustrated,
that I felt ready to just cut them off myself..
I found about the seed from a mail I received. I noticed that it said that the seed may help with abnormal
skin growths. So I gave it a whirl the doctors just tried to freeze them that didn't work. Then they proceeded
to try acid this burned me so bad still have a scar from one the doctor messed up. I stopped this treatment
fast.
I started eating 7 seed a day for about two months straight. I started to notice the warts getting smaller
and smaller as the weeks went by. After about three months later I only had three left out of the estimated
twenty-five that I could see. I then increased to 15 seed a day. I am happy to announce that the last are
gone. I also have a skin problem eczema and it now is under control. I have not experience a bad flair up in
the month since I had began to eat the Apricot seed.
You can write me at Maudeeb666@aol.com. I feel much better now!
Oct. 9th
Alan Antuzzi's father had two years of pain in his back, and in March of 98 he was diagnosed with met.
cancer in the spine. Immediately the hospital scheduled him for radiation to begin in two weeks. However,
immediately he also started the seeds and the b17. In one week his pain was completely gone. When he
went in for the radiation the doctors sat him down and told that he would start feeling less pain in about two
weeks from the first session of radiation...he then told the doctors that the pain was gone....they were
shocked and still gave him the full treatment of radiation. He then started on chemo for the tumor in his
chest. That tumor has shrunk down 50% and the doctors don't' understand why he's gaining weight and his
blood count is normal even through the chemo and radiation. Call for Alan's phone #.

Lili Moralez has been helping many with he seeds and b17 and has come across her best success story yet.
Louis Perez from Puerto Rico, had bone marrow cancer, leukemia and tumors throughout the lymphs.
Through Lilly's leading, he began eating 4 apricot seeds per hour, papaya, pineapple, and some of the b17
100mg tablets. I know this sounds hard to believe but his last scan showed no cancer in the bones, no sign
of Leukemia and one tumor left in his lymphs. (which is obviously on it's way out) Lilly's # is above.
Arlene Johnson has been sent home to die with liver and lymph node cancer and tried to start the seeds and
the b17 but was getting too sick when she took it. She took some ginger along with he seeds and no longer
gets nausea. Because of the ginger she is able to eat 30 seeds per day and some of the 500mg tablets.
The family says she's completely turned around. I pray they stick with it and give her other herbs to help
rejuvenate her organs. She has color again and energy. She has never taken chemo.
Granger Martin has been taking the seeds and has cancer and notice three moles shrink right down in a
couple of weeks...These may have been cancer. granger.martin@autopower.com
Diane Daily has been through chemo and radiation. She started the b17 and her blood counts went right
up. The doctors says for her to do more chemo and she said no. She started to get pain in the spine where
I believe the cancer was, she then jumped up to 50 apricot seeds per day and she says the pain went away
immediately. This is similar to my life story. Whenever the kidney cancer would give me pain I would dose
up on the seeds and by the next day the pain was gone. I would play and test with my cancer...not take the
seeds for while and then when the pain started I would take them again and every single time the pain would
go away in about 24 hours. I would wait for the pain to become a gnawing building burn in my back kidney
area and then just start eating seeds and the pain that was building for a week or so would go. Call for
Diane Daily's phone #.
Janie Miller called me up and reported that she had been giving her cat seeds every day and the tumors on
her near her whiskers face were still growing. I told her that this is the first I've heard of something like this
and there must be something wrong. After about 10 minutes of talking to her I found out that she had been
cooking the seeds before giving them to her cat...This is wrong...all the important enzymes die when you do
this. That's why health food stores DO sell DRIED apricot kernels...they don't work. Anyway, I called her
today, about 5 days into giving her cat uncooked seeds and she reports that cat's face tumors are now
shrinking and she's looking better already in just 5 days.
I've been talking with Kathy Yoder, here's her success story in a letter that I just opened up from her...
I was diagnosed with breast cancer in Sept. 97, tried every kind of alternative therapy I could, spent literally
thousands of dollars on pills, potions and alternative practitioners, but none of them seemed to work. The
walnut size lump in my left breast didn't get any smaller. I even went to 2 different "hands on healers", who
had a reputation for getting rid of cancer, especially breast lumps, and though I think they helped me, it didn't
get but a little smaller. They were able to take some of the pain away, but after 4 times even the Oncologist
agreed it wasn't really helping me. I had been trying to find a source for Laetrile all thru this ordeal but it
wasn't until just before my 5th Chemo treatment that I found Christian Bros. thru the Internet. I had stopped
doing the chemo treatments after 4 and was getting good results with acupuncture for a while, then the lump
got bigger my whole breast swelled up, got hard and hot, and the skin over the lump started becoming red
and painful, When I went back to the doctor they wouldn't operate until I did one more Chemo treatment, I
agreed but also took the B17 pills I had just found. I didn't' eat the seeds then, they were too bitter for me.
Later, Jason from Christian Brothers talked me into eating them and sure enough, just as he said, they did
become much less bitter the longer I ate them. Really, my taste buds got used to them. I debated having
the mastectomy because I thought the B 17 was helping me, but the Doctor put the scare into me by
reminding me how hot and painful my breast had become before so I agreed to have the surgery. When
they analyzed the tissue they removed they found only dead cancer cells, with just a very few live cells in
some of the branches. The lump itself had gotten smaller than an almond and had no live cells. I kind of
wished I hadn't had the operation because now I have no feeling in my left (reconstructed) breast and I have
no lymph nodes under my left arm. I continue to eat 7 seeds a day, and will always eat them diligently. I
believe in the power of the seeds. I own a bookstore and have many friends and customers who knew about
every stage of the cancer and it's treatment. I had many prayers surrounding me. You never really know
how much you are loved and valued until you go thru something like having cancer. I've never been hugged
so often or so sincerely in my life! I really believe in the effectiveness of the seeds and B17 and recommend
if to anyone who mentions they know someone with any kind of cancer.
Kathy
Yoder (303) 674-3605

Rosally Rodriguez and his family came to our office about a month ago asking me to inject the injectable
Laetrile into him. I would have but his veins were hard to get at so I gave them the phone number of a
doctor in Long Island that would. Rosally was diagnosed with cancer throughout his kidneys, liver, lung and
back. He was on massive pain killers and wasn't a candidate for chemo. He had been sent home from the
hospital with not long to live. Prior to the visit from the Rodriguez family, Rosally couldn't eat much and as I
said before was on morphine. One week later, after only eating the seeds every day and before starting the
injectable, he was no longer asking for pain medication and was eating full meals and even asking for
seconds. Mr. R was brought to the hospital for some tests and during this time he stopped the Laetrile. He
had a scan and the results showed that his kidney tumor had shrunk down. The next day Mr. R died in the
hospital from liver failure. His grandson's e-mail address is sugarbeam@aol.com and his name is
Christopher Serrone and is more than willing to talk about the turn-around that the b17 and the seeds helped
cause in his grandfather's life. If Mr. R went on these certain herbs we (Christian Brothers) have access to I
believe that his organs may have survived the low point and aided his organs during the cancer killing
period.
I called Nathaniel David who's PSA count had been 6.2 last year in September. He said that he was on the
seeds for three months and by January his PSA count was UP to 6.8. He went ahead and had an operation
and has stopped the seeds as his PSA. Is zero. I don't trust the PSA and will follow his story and others
with prostate cancer. I told him not to stop the seeds and not to rely so highly on the PSA and to look further
into this test given.
Oct. 28th 1998
Michael Kane's immune count has gone up 70 points in one month. Today he (click here to go to the first
part of his story above) came to my home with a bandage over the pseudo lymphoma on his cheek. He
ordered the cansema (blood root) which we mention to get in our cover letter. The blood root is a salve that
can pull a tumor out of a person or eat it away. I video taped Michael take the bandage off to show the 2
inch open raw hole in his cheek. The B17 and seeds had shrunk down the tumor that was under his ear but
the pseudo lymphoma on his cheek just stayed there hard as a rock until he applied the Cansema, which is
shipped in from the Bahaman's. With some vitamin E and other herbs this will heal with hardly a scar. A also
video taped all the operation scars on his back. These videos will available online as our web site becomes
more advanced. Mike's phone number is 718-776-0425.
Here is what Mike told me today which made me cry in anger today. Mike's getting married this Sunday. His
original biopsy was in August and was told that he had cancer. His oncologist has been watching Mike's
tumors go away as his blood and immune count go up, and encouraging him to continue his route. Mike
received a call this week from his doctor telling him to put his wedding off because he has to come in to start
chemo due to a biopsy showing malignancy. Mike's oncologist got some pressure from the top and changed
his support into puppet like actions in fear of loosing his license. Mike is getting married this Sunday. Mike
only had the one biopsy in August. Mike's a is fighter and if you heard him talk you might step back a
couple of feet as he explains with deep insight the tricks and mistakes he's so close to making each visit with
the doctor visit. Each time however, since he's learned about the seeds he's made the right choice. I'm
angry because most are not so insightful and lack the true fight one needs to go against the ruthless medical
cancer establishment.
Marthe Yellin is 74 years old and has been volunteering over 25 hours per week with Christian Brothers for
the last year. Since she began she has been eating 5 apricot seeds per day, every day, religiously. For as
long as she can remember, at least 30 years, her yearly check ups have shown borderline high blood
pressure...170 over 90. She just had her yearly checkup last week and for the first time in her life (that she
can remember) her blood pressure is perfect, 120 over 70. Call her 718-651-3790.
Bruce Hamaker just had another P.S.A. test and it's now 4.6. It has been going down
Ted Barrett with esophagal cancer is on the b17 and chemo for 3 weeks and the tumor has shrunk right
down. He has also gained 4 pounds since on the chemo and the b17..( We know one doesn't gain weight
when on chemo, normally...)
I received a letter from the FDA today warning Christian Brothers. I have 15 days to respond. CLICK HERE
TO SEE IT

Catheryn Gomory is a singer and has non-cancerous tumors in her nose and back part of nostrils. She
started the seeds and they have shrunk down 50% in just a couple of weeks.
Mrefni@aol.com has a daughter who has had a rash for years on her legs. She has been to many major
hospitals and doctors and nobody knows how to treat it or what exactly it is. He started her on 10 seeds per
day and they have all completely scarred up and are gone. e-mail him. His brother is the one who wrote a
letter above about his warts going away since he's been on the seeds.
Praise Jesus, Praise G-d, I now how to get someone better from brain cancer. CLICK HERE FOR THE
ONCOLOGY REPORT SHOWING COMPLETE TUMOR REGRESSION. We've had some success in the
past but now we have just had complete success with the doctors reports. Montez Hardison has been
ordering from us for some time and has been taking squalamine (a shark liver oil that is many times more
effective than shark cartilage) (shark cartilage slows and stops new blood vessels from growing so that
cancer can't grow...a tumor needs growing blood vessels as it grows and shark cartilage and squalamine
inhibit that.). Montez had a brain tumor that was 4 centimeters. Montez had radiation in July and that's
when the cat scan showed 4 cm. August 8th Montez started the B17, seeds and squalamine and now the
cat scan show no tumor left.
John DiDonna has a friend who has cervical cancer and started the seeds a month ago and just had an
operation to take out the tumors. The tumors were tested and showed complete death all around except for
the center. This shows the immediate death that happened. John DiDonna is a nurse and is one of the
three founders of Christian Brothers. His phone # is 718-746-4092. He wont' tell me who this person is
because she's being very quiet about the whole thing.
Robert Green had glaucoma and in two weeks after taking the seeds is normal and has no high reading. He
is now taking the seeds for his keloids and they're starting to react in just a few days.
Richard Perry's dog was supposed to die three months ago when he started him on the seeds. The cancer
is no longer affecting the dog as he's perky and running around again, though not 100%.
Larry Gavin has two dogs, one which he was going to put to sleep until he gave him the seeds. The almost
dead dog is now perky and running around again. He video'd the two dogs fighting over the seeds.
Anna Diluka has liver and bone cancer for over 2 years and hasn't got out of bed for over three months. She
started the injectable and within a few days got out of bed and was walking around. Now she's back in bed
due to complications. 011 61 833 18982 is her families phone #.
11/10/98
Michael Bolton had bladder cancer in January and started chemo along with the apricot seeds. He just went
for a scan and check up and there is no trace of cancer in the bladder. His doctor told him straight out that
chemo can only shrink it and will not make it disappear altogether.
Clint Hester had skin tumors and moles on his forehead since childhood (big ones)...they are gone. Call for
phone #. 112 WREXHAM PLACE WHITELAKE NC 28337.
11/17/98
Here's the exact copy of a recent letter written to us by
gradym@kdi.com (Janice Manley)
Hi...
Well, this was the basis of the Laetrile (sp?) cancer regimen that my mother did in the 60s. She was given 6
months to live and started on standard chemotherapy. Each treatment was to last 5 days, then 5 days of
being sick and 20 days of "normal" life. She was sick 30 days (vomiting, diaryah (sp???) ). After 4 months,
she said she'd rather be dead, but instead she went to Mexico and did Laetrile...got pills that were made of

seed pits....she ate lots of apricot pits because that was supposed to be the best. So,,,,,I guess if you look at
her, she's a 100% testimony. Given 6 months to live, she lived 20 more years after she did the pit business.
11/17
another success letter
Click here for another success letter to long to include in the journal
Today I received a report from a lady who said she has been on the seeds and the b17 from FEB and the
breast tumor seems to have grown one centimeter. The rest of her body is clean and the doctors said that
the lymph system is clean. I told her that her body is safe and not to fret over her breast. She has been
instructed to get Cansema which is a blood root and will extract the tumor directly from her breast.
those that have their breast tumors removed and get chemo and radiation wind up getting lung and liver
cancer less than a year later. I still have a kidney tumor and will live with it until I figure out how to get rid of
a benign tumor. It was cancer but shrunk about 20%. The cancer part has been gone for 4 years and the
benign part is just laying there dormant. Don't ever say that you have to have something done because
you're not sure if it will spread. The second you have something done...it will. Jason
Nov.. 29th
I Have been taking the 100 mg for almost a month now and many brown spots have disappeared from my
back and arms. I had been worried that these spots may have been the beginning of skin cancer. Thanks
robertson25@juno.com
Dec. 16th
Carleen had uterine and ovarian cancer and had a complete hysterectomy. There were remaining tumors on
her bladder and diaphragm. She took a CEA test which read 461. She had one round of chemo and that
same day started 5 vitamin b17 500mg tablets and 12 apricot seeds per day. In one month she went in for
another CEA test and her reading was 65. The doctors and nurses were hugging her and calling others in
the room congratulating her, telling her that this is unheard of. Normal CEA is 35. e-mail the family at
rhonee67@juno.com
Dec. 27th 1998
Jason
I have a patient (39 yr old female) who had a 3 1/2 cm malignant breast tumor
that continued to regrow 4 times after 3 separate chemo cycles in the past 2
years. She was also on Tamoxafin daily and had radiation treatments. She was
tired of dealing with the side effects and lack of results and was referred
into my office. She was on 20-30 seeds and about 3000mg of B17 for less than
3 weeks before going back to her oncologist. They told her they wanted to
remove her breast and follow up with more chemo and she refused. They
retested her that day and the results showed that the tumor shrank to 1/2 a cm
and was no longer malignant.
Another patient (30 yr old female) came in to the office with a 6 cm brain
tumor in late September. Over the summer she had surgery to remove a tumor
and it grew back in less than 3 months. She was on chemo when she came in and
we put her on 45 seeds a day as well as some supplements to support her
adrenals and thymus gland. Also a complete digestive enzyme complex was
added. She had another MRI done on 12-10-98 and the tumor shrunk to about 1
1/2 cm and the nuero-oncologist thinks the remainder of the tumor is just
scar tissue. Now he wants to know what she has been doing and also stated
that he doesn't believe radiation helps with brain tumors. She is preparing a
full testimony for us and will send it along.

Thank you for your efforts in getting out the seeds and the truth!
! I also have a patient whose dog was lame in his back
legs and none of the top vets in the area had any hope for him. Two seeds a
day and he is running around like a puppy. I will try for a testimony on him
too. Let me know the latest with the FDA, they scare me but I know the Lord
will protect us. Hope you had a blessed Christmas.
Yours in good health,
Thomas Von Ohlen, M.S.
Clinical Nutritionist
Advanced Center For Nutrition
336 Round Hill Road
Fairfield CT 06430
203-319-1274
My name is Martin Silvey. I do not have cancer, but I recently ordered some pills and took them for a couple
of months. I took about 200 milligrams a day. My blood pressure was a little high and the pills effectively
brought it down to an acceptable level. I have also been making copies of the brochure that was sent with
my pills and giving them to friends and family. It has sparked much interest. I have been giving them your
card and directing them to the website. I hope this helps your cause and gets the word out. God Bless You!!!
MSILVEY893@AOL.CO
Dec 28th. 1998

Mary Donaldson had bilateral breast cancer five years ago and then had a double mastectomy and chemo.
Now the cancer has come back in her bones with eight tumors showing up on the scans. She had one round
of chemo in August of 98 and was admitted to the hospital for two weeks because the chemo wiped out her
white blood cells to the point where she was near death. She refused to go back for more chemo and started
on the apricot seeds, the 500 mg tablet and began juicing. The doctors told her she'd be dead by Christmas.
Well, Christmas has past and her latest scan showed that five of the eight tumors have shrunk and the other
three are stable. She feels great and thanks G-d 100%. Call our office for her number...she'll be happy to
speak with others with bone or breast cancer, This is her letter
Dear Jason,
Thank you for the phone call 12/29/98. This is my story of a Christmas
miracle.
In November 1993 I discovered that I had breast cancer-stage 3, and both
breasts were removed.
I received 6 months of chemotherapy consisting of 1 treatment a week for 3
weeks and 1 week off. This was done for 6 months. I received bone scans
and cat scans every 3 months for the first 2 years and then every 6 months
the 3 year and then 1 time a year from that point on. When I had my 4th
year check-up it was discovered that the cancer had spread to the bones
ranging from my skull, rib cage, right femur, and spine with a total of 8
tumors.
My surgeon and oncologist convinced my family that I would have to have
another round of chemotherapy for the rest of my life or basically until
either the cancer killed me or the chemotherapy did. I was determined not
to do the chemo, however; when your family asks you to do it for them it is
hard to turn them down. I received 1 treatment of the chemo, administered
to me while I was in the hospital, and the drip lasted for 2 days. After
being home for 3 to 4 days I became so ill that I was taken to the emergency
room and re-admitted into the hospital because the chemo had wiped out my
white blood cells and I was unable to fight off any kind of infection. I
convinced my family that I could not do this anymore and promised I would

try to find a nutritionist who would help me through diet and herbs, etc.
I began to juice several times a week and started to begin vitamin and
mineral therapy. And then my oldest daughter had an E-mail message and
someone had sent her all the information on the B-17 and Christian Brothers.
My husband read the numerous pages of info that she printed for us and
immediately called for the seeds and the B-17 tablets(500 mg) along with the
video and book. Since 8/18/98 I have been taking the tablets 4 times a day
and eating 2 to 3 seeds a day. My bone scan was done this December and
reports that 5 of my tumors have shrunk and the 3 other tumors have not
changed in size since my bone scan of 5/98. My doctor called me 2 days
before Christmas with the news and my family believes that the combination
of the seeds and the B-17 tablets along with prayer and faith have
contributed to my Christmas miracle - only God knows for sure!!!! Thank you
Christian Brothers for making this non-conventional form of treatment for
cancer.
Mary
JKJB7@AOL.COM HAD OLIGODENDROGLIONA brain tumor. this was in June of 1995. She had a grand
ma seizure and was then diagnosed with a brain tumor. She had an operation and now 3 years later she
had another grand ma seizure. Again there was a tumor present this time a cancerous, Ana plastic
oligodendrogliona tumor. 85% was removed in Dec. 97. it started to grow again and had chemo and 50
seeds per day. Her last scan showed a 75% reduction in tumor size.
1/6/99
Rob Cera has Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma and has a tumor in the lumbar spine that has been causing severe
spinal pain. IN the beginning of Dec. he started with 3 grams of the injectable per day and 3 grams of the
tablets and some of the seeds. His pain is gone. He's now awaiting his next cat scan. He was also taking
a lot of anti-oxidants.
MARINA OLSHANSKY has a child with brain cancer who is on the seeds. While she was in the office for her
child she had a mammogram. The doctor found a lump in HER breast and demanded immediate surgery.
She has a biopsy first that revealed the tumor to be a cyst with precancerous cells. Instead of getting the
operation, Marina started eating 20 seeds per day and the tumor is now completely gone. Please pray for
her child.
Jan 4, 1999
Dear Jason and all blessed staff,
Thank you for your courage and your dedication. I wanted to tell you how the apricot kernels are helping
me. I've had a varicose vein sore/ulcer on my left foot for 5 to 6 years that would never heal completely.
From my research, I concluded that it was an infestation of candida fungus. After about 12 to 15 health
practitioners (including 4 M.D.'s and multi-varied antibiotics, which had no effects), I've been blessed to learn
of your apricot seeds. In two weeks, my sore completely healed over with a good scab. As I have learned
that candida fungus is a pre-curser to cancer, I thought what do I have to lose! Well, just after days of taking
the kernels (6 or 7, 3 to 4 times daily) I could see red blood cells forming the basis for new skin which I
haven't seen for years. It was an open sore-3 to 4 inches in diameter and usually painful to walk on. I am
singing praises "to God be the Glory" for your group and this info. My friend in Kissimmee, Fla. sent me your
info and the terrific video. (From other health videos, I've learned that the first plan of attack on cancer at the
now famous Mexican cancer clinics is Laetrile!) Also I want to tell you of another very good health product
which will combat a bad candidiasis infection. It is called Formula SF722 (undecenoic acid)- 6 times more
effective than caprylic acid- at health food stores. It is about 20 bucks, +5 for shipping from Thorne
Research, inc., P.O.Box 3200. Phone #- (800) 228-1966 or (208) 263-1337. May God bless your ministry as
you help us get our health back.
I am so gratefully yours,

Peter Rock
1/14/99
ALBERT BRESCIANI went to the doctor two years ago for a growth that was on his eye lid. The doctor tried
to scare him into getting an operation by saying these are most commonly cancerous and needed to be
operated on. He waited two years and a few months ago started eating 7 seeds per day and a couple of the
100mg b17 tablets. The mole has shrunk right down. His e-mail address is abb642@aol.com
Shirley Hoffman has been on the seeds and B17 for a couple of months now and she has cut down her
diabetic medicine in half (she was taking glucophage ) and her blood pressure has gone down.
Betty Judd had liver cancer, lung cancer, cancer in the pelvis and the bone. She was in the Hospital last
May (97) and wasn't expected to come out. She started the seeds and the B17 right away and has been
taking 4-6 tablets of the 500mg and 20 seeds per day every day. She has been on chemo once a month
and taking Green tea and some other herbs. Her last scan showed her liver, lungs and pelvis clean from
cancer and her bone marrow has actually started to regenerate. There is still some cancer in the bone, but
less. Her sisters e-mail address is betty69jud@aol.com
JAN 16, 1999
I spoke to Mr. Christy Harris today who has had a stroke in the past and was put on high blood pressure
medication and blood thinners. Mr. Harris also has skin lesions that have to be burned off at the doctors
every once in a while. These skin lesions were not cancerous but were precancerous I believe he told me.
He has been taking shark cartilage and other supplements in the past but when he started taking the seeds
(6 per day religiously) the newest lesions began to hurt some and then dried up and "flaked off". He noticed
that some age spots have gone away while others have shrunk. His skin is better then it's been in
years...smoother. Now back to his blood pressure...He has cut down his pill 75%, and finds his pressure at
115 over 65.
Alex Gorbach called tonight to tell me that his wife had been eating the seeds and had a check up and there
was a tumor found in her abdomen...she went ahead and had radiation, stopped the seeds and now there is
a tumor in her lung 6 weeks later. She originally had a tumor in Jan of 98 (after a pregnancy) and by may
the uterine tumor was 8 cm. In May she had an operation on this aggressive tumor and refused radiation.
She watched the video "World Without Cancer" and this reaffirmed her decision not to take radiation.
However, from May she waited two months to start the apricot seeds. In July she first started taking the
seeds and in August when she went in for a check-up, they found a tumor 2 cm in her abdomen. She got
discouraged and stopped the seeds and received radiation and now has a tumor in the lung. I believe that
the tumor in her abdomen was on it's way down and had started growing right after her operation. She
waited two months to start the apricot seeds (July 98) and in August was scanned and diagnosed with a 2x3
cm tumor in her abdomen. You see this tumor probably started the day after her operation and very well
could've been shrinking down from July to August. However, when the doctors found the tumor in August, all
they could say was to take chemo and that the cancer had come back. I still have a kidney tumor this day
that originally shrunk down but is still there...STILL THERE...even though the docs told me to get my kidney
taken out. with me it's 6 years and everything is still fine...and will be always as long as I keep the seeds in
my diet and a couple of other things. Here's a new site at www.armwrestling.com/jason.html This is a little
more of my story...let's pray for Alex's wife...I gave him Dr. Greg's phone number for further help.
FEB. 8
ROBERT GARCIA'S has prostate cancer and his PSA was 79.7. He had sever pain in the pelvis, probably
due to bone metastasis. He started on the sees and the b17 500mg and the pain is gone. He has had this
pain for some time. Today Robert Garcia reports his fathers PSA is down to 39.
Hi Jason,
My father Pete Garcia had a PSA done in December, the PSA was 79.7 in
December. He recently had another PSA done this past Tuesday, his PSA
dropped down to 38.5. He started the B17 tablets and seeds the first

week in January. God Bless, I'll continue to spread the good news and
pray for everyone. rng13@csufresno.edu Robert Garcia
Spoke to Dean Mattilia today matillahs@aol.com and he reports three success stories. His moles have dried
up to white spots and fallen off, his wife had sores throughout her body and they have cleared up, his dog
was old and sluggish and had bumps on his back which were supposedly cancerous; the bumps, I believe
he said went down and the dogs are acting like puppies again. His moles and his wife's sores were
suspected to be cancerous but they refused to go for biopsies...from what I've seen a person in the same
situation goes for a biopsy, finds that the skin lesions are melanomas (cancerous) get some skin grafts,
years later find the cancer has gone internal, get chemo and then the cancer metastizises all over the body
and the doctors say "we've done all we could do." All they've done was quicken the coarse of the cancer. Of
course this can't be proven but I will stake my life on it that it's true.
Feb 16,
From Mrs. Davis
I had a very small basal cell on my face. I took 100 mg 4-5 times a day for a
few months before my Doctor's appointment today. Well, it was gone by today.
There was a tiny red dot. The doctor said there was no way it was cancer
because it was not possible for it to go away with apricot seeds and vitamin
b17. Oh well, I left him some material printed from the internet. My e-mail is davis642@aol.com. and phone
is 818 594-1778.
Thank you.
Many more stories of moles falling off...when this is happening on the outside, imagine what's happening on
the inside.
Feb. 26
KIM ST. GEORGE called today to tell of her condition. She has brain cancer and was given 6 months (in
July, 98)to live without chemo and 1-1 1/2 years to live with chemo. She took the chemo and ate 40 apricot
seeds per day. She stopped the chemo half way through ( as I believe everybody should) and her brain
tumor has shrunk down dramatically. Now she has just found out that she is pregnant. She asked if she
should continue the seeds and I told her that I believe that she should. Many times women's cancer can go
out of control during or after a pregnancy because of all the estrogen in her system. The seeds should keep
things under control during this time. Of course all her doctors are strongly hinting at an abortion. She's a
beautiful lady and needs to be completely in tune with the Lord in order to make all the right decisions. She
has two other children 10 and 6). Just this second I stood up and looked for an educational tape to listen to
while I fix the web site and the first tape that I picked up is" Abortion Increases Cancer Risk" by Dr. Joel
Brind. Now this is G-d speaking.
Robert DeFilippo who had fourth stage Lymphoma and was mentioned earlier in the journal has run into
some problems. After having been given a death sentence by the doctors and turning only to the seeds the
B17 and the Enzymes we are sad to say that Rob has now lost all confidence in his doctors because he's
feeling better than he ever has and with no signs of cancer. Rob reminds me of the importance of enzymes.
Click here for info on enzymes. Rob's phone # is 973 993 5120
Feb 27th,1999
Dear Christian Brothers
Two years ago I had incurable bladder cancer!! Three bottles of B-17, one package of your seeds, and a
complete change of diet caused my eighth cysto (last December) to be a waste of time!! NO MORE
BLADDER CANCER! Thank you for being there...I will continue the B17 and diet, and yes, I am passing on
your phone # and what I've learned God Bless! Edward M. Gill Ed Gill Age 53-and living. This letter was
received today. I do not know what he means by his eight "cysto" but maybe it's a kind of cat scan or
bladder cancer test.)

The above letter is from Edward M. Gill who lives at 1128 N.W. SUNSET DR. P.O. BOX 308 GRANTS
PASS, OR 97528. He was a lithographer (works with large printing presses and chemicals) and he smoked.
His doctor told him to say goodbye to his friends because he didn't have much time and was going to die
within months. Edward just told me that when he went to say goodbye to one his "old stupid truck driver
friends" (Steve Lemmon) he said "you don't have to die, here's the info on B17. So Mr. Gill ordered from us
and followed just what we said in our cover letter. He quit smoking, he sold his business so that he wouldn't
be exposed to those chemicals, he started with 3 apricot seeds per hour and the 500mg tablet. His mother
baked him more than a loaf of millet every week of which he would have two slices and a piece of raw sliced
pineapple every morning, he bought macadamia nuts, cut out most of his beef and all his white bread and
had some raw broccoli. He could only keep up the 3 seeds per hour for a short time and had to decrease
the amount. (Remember: macadamia nuts and millet bread have b17 in them.) By the way he just told me
that a cysto is where they cut into your bladder for testing and removing. (Steve Lemmon isn't stupid)
3/9/99
Richard Urmann's dog had cancerous tumors. he gave her 2 B17 100 mg tablets and some seeds every
day. She is fine now and the tumors have shrunk down.
3/22/99
Dear Jason,
I thank you for your web site and all the hard work you are doing. I am sorry that I didn't believe and we had
a little fight. I always believed in God but I didn't like him too much because of all the pain and suffering. I
done a lot of reading and research and I should not of abandoned god, for he did not abandon us. The
pharmaceutical companies, governments and the almighty Dollar has taken over and we believed them, well
me anyway until now. I saw my dad lose half of his face and ear because of cancer. Because of you and
God my dog is still with us. I have given him six seeds a day, The small lump on his nose has shrunk down
to a little pimple. I would like to take him to the Vet but he does not like Vets so we will leave that one alone.
Can I reduce the amount of seeds per day or do you think he has to keep taking them all. The massive fat
cell under his chest is all soft now. This was tested and is a fat cell.
Edward White, Langley BC. God bless you healthwealth@bc.sympatico.ca
Dear Friends.
Last week I ordered the kit from you & a pound of seeds & 500mg tablets
of vitamin B-17.
I feel better today than I have in at least 20 years, Several weeks ago
I went in for my first pap smear in over 10 years. The Dr. found lumps in
both breasts and my pap smear came back with moderate dysplasia. She wants me
to have a mammogram (I have never had one before) and a biopsy of my uterus.
I watched my aunt, granddad, and mother all die a horrible death from
chemo treatments for cancer. For the last 30 years I have had a fear of
cancer and have read as much about it as I could. We were devastated at
losing my mother four years ago only 4 months after our youngest son was
killed in a car accident.
I told myself that I would never take chemo under any circumstances. My
great grandmother was a nurse. She died in her 90's. She ate meat only once
a week, and grew and canned her own vegetables in an organic garden. She did
not believe in radiation or surgery for cancer. I guess she watched a lot of
people die from it.
The first night I took 1 tablet and 3-4 seeds. During the night I felt
some mild burning inside my left breast, which had lots of lumps. On Saturday
I put a whole handful of the seeds in my cereal & chewed them up carefully, as
well as a handful of vitamins. That afternoon I felt really sick, dizzy, hard
to hold my head up so I just went to bed and slept for hours.
By evening I felt much better. Did not eat much dinner but drank a lot of
grape juice and water. The lumps in my left breast are gone. I cannot feel
any at all. The thickening in the right breast is also gone ! I do not want
to have a mammogram because of the radiation. I plan on taking the nutrients a

couple of more weeks and then asking for an MRI or ultrasound instead. What
I need to know is this ...exactly how much you think I should be taking. I am
almost 49 years old and weigh 135. Sincerely, Bettie Bennett MGB2020@aol.com
3/28/99
Ed Phillips PSA is now .07 Go to the journal to see his whole story. The only change he made is the seeds
and some of the b17. PSA is a prostate cancer indicator.
3/27/99
David Madden has had high blood pressure for over six years . 158/110 He has been eating five seeds
three times per day for a few months and his blood pressure is now 130/90. The seeds were the only
change that he made in his diet. Our nature calls for bitter. As David eats the bitter seed he no longer has
the cravings for sweets the way he used to. He is now changing other parts of his diet. His phone number is
770-941-1504. He goes to Bible study twice a week, and is on the right track now with diet.
4/2/99
Mr. Butler has just passed away. He is in the journal earlier, approx two years ago he was given two weeks
to live. He started the B17 and recovered but passed away last week due to complications two years later.
Click here to go to the beginning of his story.
4/18/99
Mr. Smith-Green is 86 and back in November he was diagnosed with colon cancer. They wanted to operate
and then do chemo and tried to force him. he did none of the above and instead opted to take the seeds and
the vitamin B17. He just called today and noted that his last cat scan of his colon was completely clean. No
cancer anymore. I reminded him that it was dangerous to stop eating the seeds just because the cancer is
gone. A person has to maintain or it can come back worse than before.
Pat Goetzer called and has been on the seeds for three months as her CEA count has now gone down from
7.8 to 3.8 She has some cancer in her bone.
Bruce Hamaker's PSA has gone down another point.
4/23
Addie Holley gave us this report...Addie has had undiagnosed lymph problems for eight years . recently to
the point where she couldn't turn her neck and a tumor the size of an apple appeared on her neck. The
following is her brief... you can e-mail her at Holley4322@aol.com
Hi Jason,
I must tell you this. I have C in my neck developed from broken blood vessels. It spread to my lungs. Very
bad swelling in my neck, Very bad pains in my chest. Very bad coughing up mucus from my lungs. I ordered
apricot seeds and B17 from you on March 22, 1999, I began taking 20 seeds per day and 6 B17 per day. I
began doing this on March 26, 1999. As of today I do not have pains in my neck, all the swelling is gone
from my neck, no pains in my lungs, no coughing up mucus. I went to the doctor today for examination. No
sign of C, I do not have no pains in my chest, X-ray shows my lungs are clear. I praise God for a miracle. I
thank God for you Jason.
You are a blessing to people. God bless you and you keep blessing people.
Love you,
Addie Holley
Today I received report that John Hughes wife and child who had been suffering from allergies for most of
their lives ate 20 seeds per day and in less then one week the allergies are gone. I've heard of this before
but never wrote it in the journal thinking it was either not significant enough or that it was just coincidence
4/25
Today I went to the unveiling of my aunt. she passed away one year ago from leukemia and never told the
family what she had. My grandmother and I spoke of my grand

VARIE SUL PROCESSO A J.VALE
FDA vs. Jason - and vitamin B17
Categories
Health
New York - on Monday 14 July, the FDA instigated action against former arm-wrestling champion Jason Vale
for selling apricot seeds and telling his story of how he got cured of cancer will have its day in court. (See
Call for help - FDA vs Jason on 14 July)
Jason was apparently set up by the FDA, whose primary function might seem to be the protection of
pharmaceutical interests from competition by effective, food-based natural alternatives to drug treatment,
rather than the protection of Joe Doe Public from being taken advantage of.
"They are trying to hold me in contempt of the original injunction because I referred FDA plants a phone
number where to get the seeds. It's funny because in the tapes ... the FDA agents are repeatedly trying to
get me to tell them they'll be cured ... and I kept saying that this is not a cure, that they had to pray and juice
and do other things .. "
Apart from the various legal technicalities and even the obvious constitutional implications, the more
basic question this case brings to the fore is whether there should be a legal and court-backed
monopoly by pharmaceutically controlled medicine on "healing" or whether all systems of
prevention and therapy should be allowed to compete on an equal footing.
Unless we put medical freedom into the Constitution, the time will come when medicine will organize into an
undercover dictatorship ... To restrict the art of healing to one class of men and deny equal privileges to
others will constitute the Bastille of medical science. All such laws are un-American and despotic and have
no place in a republic ... The Constitution of this republic should make special privilege for medical freedom
as well as religious freedom."
Benjamin Rush, M.D., signer of The Declaration of Independence, physician to George Washington.
from THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BENJAMIN RUSH

The International Council for Health Freedom, in its latest newsletter, takes up the case of Jason Vale.
FDA unleashes an apricot kernel probe; NY's Jason Vale sticking with Bible and Constitution
USA - A 35-year-old New York entrepreneur whose various websites have probably done more than any
other medium to keep interest in the "vitamin B17" theory of cancer prevention and treatment alive in modern
times, goes on trial on July 14 in a tangled legal snarl initiated by the FDA five years ago.
Jason Vale, through whose "Christian Brothers Contracting Corp." Internet outlets many thousands of
pounds of apricot kernels were sold throughout the USA - and along with them but in lesser amounts other
products construable as laetrile in tablet and liquid form - has been mounting his own response to a federal
charge of "criminal contempt" for alleged violations of preliminary and permanent injunctions issued in 2000
by a New York federal district court.
Vale, an exuberant former arm-wrestling champion and ardent Christian who cites the Bible in defense of his
espousal of apricot kernels in the prevention and management of cancer, and various attorneys who have
worked with him, believes there are so many Constitutional problems with the handling of his investigation by
the FDA that prospects for ultimate victory in court are still very much alive.
Vale, who has described in detail how alternative methods - particularly consuming large amounts of "vitamin
B17"-laden apricot kernels as well as the Catapano typhoid vaccine approach - literally cured him of a rare

"form" of cancer with which he was first diagnosed at age 18, has made various "B17" products available to
35,000 people, he told ICHF, although he is no longer selling them "just to play it safe". He never uses the
word "laetrile".
To date, after about 35,000 customers, not one has come back and said that they or their family member
came down with cancer even though they were taking the seeds - not one," he told ICHF.
The highly articulate New Yorker, whose educational background is psychology (Queens College) and who
stated he does not "play doctor" and has never claimed that apricot kernels or their presumed active
ingredient amygdalin cures cancer, states of the earlier civil order "that I reluctantly signed":
" ... I [agreed] not to sell apricot seeds in violation of FDA statutes, also that I would not promote [them] in
violation of FDA statutes. I never agreed to stop telling my story or for that matter telling people what it does.
I never agreed to stop selling apricot seeds that were not in violation of FDA statutes."
He reached national prominence when he appeared on the television show "Extra" as the arm wrestler
apparently self-cured of cancer with apricot kernels, provoking a response so great that the episode was run
a second time.
Some observers believe that his catapulting into high-profile levels is what particularly stimulated the FDA
investigation of his websites.
In an April 17 letter to New York Rep. Eliot Engel, a Texas believer in Jason Vale wrote: " ... Jason has
inspired and helped over 100,000 people, many of [whom] were handed the same death sentence Jason
was given over 17 years ago. These people are from all walks of life and have had various types of cancers.
Through proper diet, nutrition, and the implementation of apricot seeds in their daily diets, they have one-byone created their own success stories that they will now live to tell ...
"I am praying for your wisdom and advice regarding the basic fundamental rights of an American citizen to
share such an amazing story and to give those who choose alternative treatments an opportunity to get
better when modern medicine abandons them."
Vale, who has undergone raids, undercover investigations, the confiscation of computers, files and records
but as of this writing has never had a "bill of particulars" presented to him to explain exactly what it is he is
alleged to have done improperly, faced a bond of more than $ 800,000 let alone undetermined amounts to
be spent in an ever more complicated legal battle.
They are trying to hold me in contempt of the original injunction because I referred FDA plants a phone
number of where to get the seeds. It's funny, because in the tapes that they turned over for evidence, the
FDA agents are repeatedly trying to get me to tell them they'll be cured ... and I kept saying that this is not a
cure, but that they had to pray and juice and do other things," he said.
In the meantime, Vale's current major website is a repository of first-person anecdotal reports of impressive
responses in cancer, high blood pressure and other things primarily due to the consumption - and, in FDA
eyes, the frequent over-consumption - of apricot kernels.
While Vale learned of the kernels/seeds through reading the book and watching the videotape of laetrile
activist G. Edward Griffin (World without Cancer) over time he came to believe that the seeds are far more
potent in preventing and managing cancer than the refined laetrile products, he told ICHF.
The laetrile wars of the 1970s and early 1980s - during which 24 states decriminalized the use of laetrile in
its various forms as an anti-cancer treatment - became the greatest medical controversy in the USA in the
20th century with the possible exception of chiropractic.
The effort to decriminalize laetrile and protect doctor/patient access to what amounted to an unpatentable
natural extract of apricot kernels led to the development of a sociopolitical movement - for freedom of choice
with informed consent for doctor and patient - and the burgeoning natural medicines outbreak of the
1980s/1990s and the current millennium (see Culbert, Griffin, Kittler, Halstead).

Jason Vale, whose own incurable cancer seemed to have been wiped out and kept at bay ever since,
primarily by apricot kernels, joined forces with two friends to set up the ChristianBrothers Website in the
1990s to make both information and certain products available.
His problems began Oct. 28, 1998, when the area FDA office sent him a three-page "warning letter"
concerning "your promotion and distribution of the unapproved drug Laetrile in the form of your products
'apricot seeds', 'vitamin B17 tablets' and 'amigdalina' ampoules. Labeling for these products make[s]
therapeutic claims which cause the products to be drugs as defined in Section 201 (g) of the Federal Food,
Drug and Act ..."
Vale and his attorneys have argued that among problems with the polyfaceted federal probe of Jason Vale
and ChristianBrothers are the facts that he was never formally indicted by a Grand Jury, that some of the
evidence FDA seized in their investigation has not been returned, that Vale has never received a full
accounting ("bill of particulars") of his alleged wrongdoings, and that there are implicit conflicts of interest in
the fact that an attorney serving as a criminal prosecutor also serves as a civil attorney representing the
FDA.
Earlier this year, Vale and his attorneys failed to convince the court that Hon. John Gleeson, judge of the
Eastern District Court of New York and attorney Charles Kleinberg should be dismissed on Constitutional
grounds, that Vale should be provided a bill of particulars and that certain statements made in civil deposition
should be dismissed on Constitutional grounds.
Undaunted, Vale told ICHF that "I know there will be victory and I love fighting. The Good Lord has let me
fight a good fight."
A legal defends fund has been set up at www.seedoffaith.org
GOD BLESS APRICOTS!!!

